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Preface _ _

/

_ The container fabrication process devc_lopment activity (also referred to in text as the Fabrication
Project) consists of a multiyear, multiphase project to assess alternatives and to recommend and
demonstrate a method for fabrication of disposal containers through production of full-scale
prototypes.

This activity is being pursued concurrently with two other process development activities:, container *
closure process development and container closure nondestructive evaluation process development.

This Phase I report is a fabrication process assessment; Phase 2 will provide test specimens and sub- ,,
scale mockup fabrications with a formal evaluation report and proposed specifications for both a
primary and an alternate fabrication process; and Phase 3 will provide a final report and final
specification package and several sets of full-scale prototype parts.

The Phase 1 closure process assessment report, "Closure Development for High-Level Nuclear Waste
Containers for the Tuff Repository, Phase 1 Fina'l Report," UCRL-15964, is referred to throughout the
text as the Closure Development Report; the closure process assessment activity is referred to as the
Closure Project.
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Abstract

This final report completes Phase 1 of an engineering study of potential

manufacturing processes for the fabrication of containers for the long-term storage

of nuclear waste, Work was conducted under U,S, Department of Energy (DOE)

Contract 9172105, administered through the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL), as part of the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP), funded through
the DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), An

extensive literature and industry review was conducted to identify and characterize

various processes, A technical specification was prepared using the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (ASME BPVC) to

develop the requirements. A complex weighting and evaluation system was

devised as a preliminary method to assess the processes. The system takes into

account the likelihood and severity of each possible failure mechanism in service

and the effects of various processes on the microstructural features, it is concluded

that an integral, seamless lower unit of the container made by back extrusion has

potential performance advantages but is also very high in cost. A welded
construction offers lower cost and may be adequate for the application,

Recommendations are made for the processes to be further evaluated in the next

phasewhen mock-up trials will be Conducted to address key concerns with v"rious

processes and materials before selecting a primary manufacturing process.



1. Introduction

The U,S, Congress and the President have identified Yucca Mountain, Nevada as tile site for
consideration for the first U,S, high-level nuclear waste repository, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), as part of the Yucca Mountair_ I"rojoct (YMP), has the responsibility for designing
and developing the waste package for the permanent Storage of high-level nuclear waste, To develop a

destgn for the package, LLNl., has activities underway in several interrelated areas', Lhc package
environment; the selection and testing of the container structural materials; the container design,
fabrication, closure after filling, and inspection of the closure area; and the testing and analysis of the

package performance under expected repository conditions° Ali of these projects are cm'rently in the
preliminary, conceptual design and development stage, Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) is involved with
the YMP as a subcontractor to LLNL, B&W's role is to recommend and demonstrate a method for

fabricating the metallic waste container and for performing the final Closure of the container after
filling tt with waste,

At this stage, I.,LNL contemplates that the container will be a single-wall, corrosion-resistant metal
cylinder stmilar to that sl'town in Figure 1-1, Candidate materials, currently being evaluated by
LLNL's Materials Testing & Characterizattor_ (MT&C)tecl'mical area are the stx shown in Table 1-1,
Projected production requirements are shown tn Table 1-2, The metallic containment barrier is the
prtmary waste cor_tatner s_rv, ctural member and ts intended to provide substantially complete
containment for the nuclear waste for 300 to 1000 years after emplacement in the repository The waste
package is being designed to meet 10 CFR Part 60 (1983) and derivative requirements (O'Neal et al,,
1983), The final engineered barrier system design may be composed of a waste form, metallic container,
borehole liner, and near-field host rock_ or some combination of the:st: components,

The contract is be ing administered in three phases, Presented herein is the final report for all
activities related to recommending fabrication technology in Phase 1 The objective of the Phase 1
activities was to perform art engineering study to assess various alternatives and recommend fabrication
processes for the containers, Full-scale producticm of the containers is not anticipated tct begin until
1998,

This report consists of an executive summary (Section 2), an outline of the technical approach tc) the
program (Section 3), a description of tl_e major project activities (Sectton 4), and a summary of the

results and recommendations (Section 5). Quality assurance infc_rmation (Section 6), a list of references
(Section 7), and a bibliography (Section 8) are also provided,
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Table 1-1, Candidate container materials

Common

Comrr_n Industry Unified Numbering
Alloy Name ...... ' Desigl_'_tton , System Desig_0 t!i._,_D.

304L Stainless Steel AISI 304L , $30403
316L Stainless Steel AISI 3116L ' $31603

Incoloy 825 Alloy 825 NO8825
Aluminum Bronze CDA 613 C6"1300 ,

70 / 30 Copper-Nicke ! CDA 7"15 C715(30
Oxygen-Free Copper CDA 122 C12200

,¢

Table 1-2. Projected production requirements for containers

Con tain ers

Year of Receipt Annual Cumulative

1998 150 "150
1999 150 300

2000 150 450
, 2001 350 800

2002 650 1,450
2003 1500 2,950
2004 "1500 4,450
2005 1500 5,950
2006 1500 7,450
2007 1500 8,950
2008 1500 10,450
2009 1.500 11,950
2010 1500 13,450
2011 1500 14,950
2012 1500 16,450
2013 1500 17,950
2014 1500 19,450
2015 1500 20,950
2016 1500 22,450

2017 1500 23,950 .
2018 1500 25,450
2019 1500 26,950
2020 1500 28,450
2021 1500 29,950 "

,' 2022 400 30,350



2. Executive Summary

As part 0'f the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE)Yucca Mountain Project (YMP), the Lawrence
Livermo:'e National Laboratory (LLNL) has the responsibility for designing and developing the
package in which to permanently store high-level nuclear was'ie in the tuff i'epository site at Yucca

Mountain, Nevada. LLNL engaged Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) as a subcontractor to develop the
technology fob fabricating the waste container and for permanently closing the container after it is
filled. Presented herein is the final report for all activities related to fabrication processes in Phase 1
of this contract. Closure activities are addressed in the Closure Development Report.

' A three-phase program is being conducted to identify, assess, and demonstrate the optimum
rnanufacturing metl_od for containers, consistent with the performance requirements for Yucca Mountain,
The specific purl':ose of Phase 1 was to conduct an engineering study to assess various alternatives and

" manufacturing processes, to identify gaps in fabrication technology that need to be examined, and to
rank candidate processes with respect to their ability to meet tke application requirements. Plans(or
Phase 2 involve vendor trials to produce mock-ups from tlle candidate materials by various proces_s so
that both a primary and an alternate manufacturing method can be selected. Prototypes at full scale
would then be made i;: Phase 3 via the primary process for the final material selected by LLNL. Full-
scale producben of containers is not anticipated to begin until 1998.

Please 1 was a 6'month study to define the performance requirements and the evaluation criteria,
survey the state of the art by a literature and vendor survey, identify candidate manufacturing
processes, and then rank those processes according to the criteria.

As B&W began to collect informati( n on the performance requirements from LLNL and DOE, it became
evident, because of the preliminacy nature of the project, that these requirements were not fully
defined. Therefore, it was necessary for B&W to make several assumptions. B&W assumed use of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (ASME BPVC), Section VIII,
"Pressure Vessels," Division 1 (Lethal), to develop a technical specification for fabrication. B&W
believes that use of this code, which is well-accepted both legally and by industry, will hasten
Nucelar Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensing and public approval. Furthermore, it is believed
that, :Athough the code is technically very conservative being that the container is not a pressure
vessel, it is more efficient to use an existing standard than to create a new one. B&W also assumed a

container geometry, and prepared a drawing that included requirements for surface finish,'inspection,
and applicable codes.

The state-of-the-art survey included an extensive literature search with over 200 references, which are
listed in the bibliography (Section 8). Particular emphasis was placed on the possible effects of
various fabrication pr(--3esses that could possibly influence performance or quality for each of the six
candidatealloys (Table 1-1). Forming limitations for each of the alloys were also reviewed. The
Copper Development Association (CDA) was used as a consultant to B&W for copper-base materials;
they provided access to their data base for the literature search and a report dealing with the possiblew

effects of fabrication processes on the corrosion of copper. The CDA also prepared for B&W several
other reports that listed and described potential vendors for the fabrication of copper materials.

• B&W visited several European sites to review relevant activities in nuclear-waste container
fabrication and closure. A visit was made to The Welding Institute in England (TWI), where research

is being conducted on the welding of copper for the Swedish nuclear fuel and waste management
company (SKB). SKB has the overall responsibility for Swedish nuclear waste management, and
B&W engaged them as a consultant in the project. A visit was also made to three sites in France with
personnel from the French waste management program (SGN). These sites included their operating
plants for processing and vitrification of nuclear wastes. The French have fabricated over 1000
stainless-steel canisters for the short-term storage of waste.
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To identify and characterize the candidate manufacturing processes, B&W conducted seve"_l vendor
surveys. A general survey was sent out to seek information on vendors' capabilities to make various
sizes and geometries of container components using various alloys, and to obtain an expression of interest
in the product. A survey of capabilities in spinning and deep drawing was also made'since this method
of forming seemed like a good way to fabricate the end heads. A heat treating survey was conducted
because it was anticipated that the size ef the container might be a problem for existing vacuum or

atmosphere furnaces. In addition to these surveys, two units of B&W (Nuclear Equiprnent Division, and
McDermott's CCC International _Trading Company), who routine!y purchase commercial products
similar to the container, solicitec' "dgetary quotations for container components. They also contacted
various fabrication shops for an expression of interest. Another inquiry package (with B&W's drawing
and technical specification) was sent to various vendors requesting quotations for full-size containers in
quantities of 1, 5, and 1500 for rnock-up, prototype, and production, respectively. Although many
vendors did respond to the surveys above, response was generally very slow. To accelerate malters,
B&W identified "key vendors" representing various processing technologies, and began a dialogue to
obtain more specific quotes and information in a shorter time.

As previously stated, the performance requirements for the container have not yet been fully defined.
Therefore, defining an evaluation system to rank the candidate processes was a difficult task. A simple
weighting and criteria approach did not seem practical because of the large number of
interrelationships between processing effects on each material and the possible failure or degradation
mechanisms in service. Because of this, the system that B&W devised is somewhat complex.

However, it is intended as a preliminary approach to organizing and quantifying a complicated
problem. B&W believes that it will require continuing refinement as the application requirements are
better defined.

B&W's evaluation system uses three primary evaluation criteria to judge each process:
1: Performance how the proposed fabrication method affects performance. The primary

concern for long-term storage is nonuniform corrosion.
tnc process in making a good pl'oduct in2. Fabricability--the consistency and reliability of '

terms of dimensions, surface finish, etc.

3. Cost---estimated comparative unit costs at full production quantities. The report presents
cost ratings on a relative basis, representing only budgetary estimates.

The performance criteria consist mainly of the effects of each process on microstructural features. The
quantity of weld rnetal has a very large impact on this rating, so a process that makes an integral,
seamless container receives very high marks relative to a rolled and welded container. The weighting
factors for performance were developed from LLNL's list of 14 possible failure or degradation
mechanisms (described in Section 4). Each criterion was related to the failure rnechanisms by using the

product of the probability of occurrence and file severity of a failure or degradation.

As a result of the activities described previously, many conceivable manufacturing processes were

iclentified by which to fabricate the container. Several processes, such as static sand casting, were
excluded from further evaluation in early reviews because of perceived problems with reliability and
quality. The processes remaining for the lower unit of the container fell into three general categories:
(1) integral, a seamless one-piece forging made by back extrusion or deep drawing, and possibly
followed by cold work; (2) welded lower unit with the pipe body made by roll and weld, deep drawing,
extrusion, or centrifugal casting, then girth welded to a wroughtor cast head; and (3) those processes in
(2) that would subsequently involve cold workir G and annealing to break _Jp the weld rnicrostructure.

Each of these processes was then assessed via the evaluation system described above. Figure 2-1
summarizes the rankings for all three criteria and each process for AISI 304I_, stainless steel (AISI
304L). In terms of performance, the integral lower unit is tb.e most desirable, and the rolled and welded
unit that is not subsequently recrystallized is the least desirable. However, the integral unit is about



three times as expensive. Some processes may rate lower in performance, but still meet minimum
acceptability standards (to be determined). If the cost of these processes is lower, they may be
preferred. The rankings were combined using a vector' sum to give a single overall grade.

B&W believes that since the YMP is in the preliminary stages of defining performance requirements,
design, material selection, etc., several options should be kept open in Phase 2 for the selection of
manufacturing processes. Therefore, B&W is recommending that those processes shown in Table 2-1 be
evaluated via mock-up trials in Phase 2. Note that the recommendations do not call for ali processes to
be used with all six materials. Rather, it is suggest,:_d that only key issues be addressed for each

• process. At the same time, the evaluation system could be further refined to select the optimun; process
and cost for the application.
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Figure 2-1. Lower unit performance and fabricabili .tyratings and relative costs,for AISI 304L/CF3





3. Technical Approach

3,1. Objective

The overall goal of the fabrication project is to identify and demonstrate the optimum manufacturing
process for container fabrication consisten / with the functional and performance requirements of the
application, The solution is complex because the manufacturing method affects the characteristics and
properties of the material being produced, These effects must be understood and integrated into the
overall program to achieve a material and manufacturing method selection that meets the design
,requirements and performs satisfactorily for many hundrecls of years, Processes and evaluations should
be technically conservative to ensure safety and long-term performance.

In this regard, fabrication cost should not impose sacrifices in construction methodology. This statement
does not mean to imply that cost is not a concern, only that it is not tlle top priority.

An ancillary objective of the fabrication project is to provide input to other facets of the waste package

developrnent impacted by the fabrication process such as material selection, container design, and
closure activities.

3.2, Overview of Tect't_a_l P,_

As requested by LLNL, the total program has been divided into 3 phases. The specific objective and
approach for each phase are shown in Table 3-1. Phase 1 is a paper study to identify Candidate
processes and rank them relative to the application requirernents. In Phase 2, sub-scale mock-ups of the
container will be made by several of the leading processes. The mock-ups will help gather information
on limitations for some of the candidate materials and aid in narrowing clown the candidate processes.

For Phase 3, up to 5 full-scale prototypes will be made in one material to demonstrate the preferred
procedure.

Figure 3-1 shows the major technical tasks planned for each of the three phases. Tlae plans are
described below to highlight key activities, As the work progresses, the plans are expected to be
modified as necessary,

3.2.1. Phase l_Fabrication Process Assessment

Phase 1 was primarily an engineering study to identify and assess candidate fabrication methods, Art
irnportant initial activity was to establish performance requirements for the application by outlining
material, design, functional, and regulatory requirements. B&W expected that most of this information
would be available from LLNL to help establish and prtortttze the criteria for ranking the various
processes. LLNL's initial Invitation for Proposal identified some of the criteria shown in Table 3-2.
LLNL instructed that preference be given to established commercial processes that are reasonably weil-
developed and in common use. It is judged that these will offer the greatest reliability, and will also
minimize the need for subsequent development work to establish a production capability.

The evaluation criteria are obviously very important in assuring that the process fits the functional
requirements of the design. For example, if a seamless integral body and lower head are deemed
irnportant to eliminate a weld joint (and, thus, minimize the chance for localized corrosion), then
obviously a welded construction would receive a lower ranking. On the other hand, a welded assembly
might offer significant advantages in cost, simplicity, use of standardized components, and be
technically well-understood.
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PHASE 1 -
FABRICATION PROCESS

'ASSESSMENT

1,I ESTABLIStl 9;
---- EVALUATION ..... ' _TATE Oi 'l'III. __......... 3 MAT[ItlALS

ART REVIEW - REVIEW

- PERFORMANCE - LIT, SEARCH - FORMABtLITY
REQUIREMENTS

- INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE - LIMITATIONS
• MAT°L PROPERTIES

• U,S,
• DESIGN • FOREIGN
•_ FUNCTIONAL

VENDOR SURVEY
• REGULATORY

• CYLINDER FORMING
- WEIGHTING FACTORS CAPABILITIES

r iNTERFACE t - COPPER CONSULTANT

WITH - SKB CONSULTANT

CONCURRENT _- ] ,
PROJECTS 1,4 IDENTIFY

CANDIDATE
PROCESSES,

CANDIDATE
PROCESSES

I MATRIX OF 1,1 CRITERIA

VS, PROCESSES
•

1.9 DELIVERABLES I

I REPORT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

LIST OF MAT'L NEEDED FOR
PItASES 2 & 3

LLNL & PEER REVIEW

Figure 3-1. Schematic of major technical tasks
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PHASE 2 ---
FABRICABILITYJ
EVALUATIONS
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2,3 FABRICATE 1ST SET
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I
3 ALLOYS

FROCE_l""OcE"l
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I
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t PRODUCTION COSTS J REVIEW
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Figure 3-1. Schematic cf major technical tasks (cont'd)
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PHASE 3 --
PRODUCTION OF

r

PROTOTYPE CONTAINERS

3,1 DETAIL PROCESS 1
I SPECIFICATIONS

,al

-PREPARE DRAWINGS, SPEC

3,2 COMPREHENSIVE I '
DESIGN REVIEW

1
SCALE PROTOTYPE

I
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I
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/
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/
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Figure 3-1, Schematic of major technical tasks (cont'd)
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Table 3-2. Preliminary listing of evaluation criteria for ranking candidate fabrication processes

1, The process is an established commercial one in common use,
2, The number of joints ts minimized,
3, The process ts simple,
4, The process is insensitive to the presence of mtcrostructural discontinuities (such as pores,

bonding, Inclusions, and segregation),
5, The process produces high structural integrity and soundness,
6, There are no requirements for tight control over material composition or thermomechanical

,, parameters,
7, The process is not confined to a single fabrication sotlrce, vendor, or facility,
8, Annual production capacity is sufficient to meet projected requirements.

,, 9, The process ts cost-effective,
10, The process can be used for all candidate alloys,
'11, The process has proven re.liability,
12, The process is flexible in producing alternate configurations,
l 3, The process produces acceptable mechanical properties,
14, The process produces optimal metallurgical structure homogeneously throughout for long-term

performance,
"15, The process is conducive to state-of.,the-art inspection and flaw detection capabilities.
16. Standardized components can Ix: tied,

An extenstw, state-of-the-art review was planned, B&W recognized that many projects involving
nuclear-waste storage have been conducted in the last 5 to 10 years. Because there were two other
repository projects in competition with the YMP when Phase I began, container fabrication was not a
new subject, B&W also realized that foreign experience was available, especially in France. The
French currently operate waste processing facilities, and have made and used hundreds of smaller-
sized canisters, B&W will use the Swedish nuclear fuel and waste management company (SKB) as a
consultant on copper alloys and forming because of their experience in the Swedish program, Also,
consultants from the Copper Development Association (CDA) will complement the activities related to
copper materials.

Although B&W was informed about the capabilities of many vendors, a vendor survey was planned to
identify processes and to seek spectfic capabilities with regard to processes, stze lhnitations, material
restrictions, production costs, etc. The intent was to consider ali reasonable processes or combinations,
The literature was surveyed to investigate workability data for the six candidate alloys, and to
elucidate how the alloys might be affected by various types of processing.

From these initial tasks, the proper background information was gathered for a comprehensive list of
possible fabrication approaches. 'l'he approaches were then evaluated relative to the criteria to

• obtain a numerical ranking.

3.2,2. Phase 2--Fabrlcablllty Evaluations
,.

Fabrication trials will be conducted tc, produce sub-scale containers for several high-ranked processes
from Phase 1, Ewfluations will address process feasibility, limitations, and effects of processing on
materials. The more difficult or challenging aspects of producing container parts will tx: emphasized,
The size of the sub-scale mock-ups will depend upon readily available materials and tooling, but every
effort will be made to assure relevance to the full-size container,

B&W anticipates that there will be a first series of mock-ups with perhaps four processes and three
materials, Instead of fabricating using every candidate alloy, B&W will select the materials to
represent three classes of alloys shown tn Table l-'ll (1) iron nickel alloy (AISI 3041.,, AISI 316L,



Alloy 825), (2) copper-nickel alloy (CDA 715), and (3) copper (CDA 613, CDA 122), B&W would expect
to work closely with LLNL's MT&C technical area to select these alloys and to provide input on r

fabricability limitations,

From the first series of rnock-ups, two processes (primary and alternate) will emerge as most prom',sing
relative to the evaluation criteria, A second set of mock-ups will be made by these processes, By this
time, the final material selection will have been made, so the second set of mock-ups will be made with
only one material, Proposed process specifications will be docurnented and production costs estimated
for both the preferred an,'i the alternate processes,

B&W's appcoach regarding testing wt'll be to perforrn only ltrnlted, routine testing (e,g,, hardness, "
tensile strength, bend strength, dimensional checks, microstructural characterization, and
nondestructive evaluation), with emphasis on nonuniform areas (e,g,, welds, bends), B&W will not
perform corrosion or fracture mechanics testing because tl.tis work is being perforrned by the MT&C "
teclmtcal area,

3,2,3, Phase 3--Production of Prototype Contalrters

After preview of the Phase 2 results for ali the other concurrent activities, such as closure,
nondestructive evaluation (NDE), and metal selection, detailed fabrication process specifications and
drawings will be preparecl, A comprehensive desl'.V_review Involving LI.,NLand independents will be
conducted prt0r to the fabiqcation of the prototypes, Up to five full-sized container sets (upper and
lower units) will be produced--one for characterization testing by B&W and the remainder for delivery
to LLNL,

i

3.3_ F abrIc.M,lita_Ap4z_a.cll_

For discussion purposes, one could divide the container into four main components (Figure 3-2). A
rntntmum bf tWOpieces is possible If the upper and lower units are each made integrally, or a maxtmttn'_
of four pieces is possible if each component is made separately,

Figure 3-3 shows some conceivable approaches for fabricating the container components, depending o1_
whether they are made integrally or :separately. If nn integral lower unit (with nn weld joint) is of
prime Importance in the application, due to potentially higher reliability, then a variety of potential
processes extst. As Figure 3-3 shows, these units could be used as-fom_ed, or preforms could be made that
could subsequently be hot or cold worked. Some of these processes may have significant cost and size
limitations, but they are provided to include con.tplete information. Once the performance specification
and process evaluation criteria are established, the number of proces_s can be narrowed considerably.

One method to produce the lower unit ts to fabricate a welded assembly. Several optton,_ wtthln this
method are also sl.town in Figure 3-3 in the "separate" approach. The body could be made by using
rolled and welded plate., sean.tless extruded pipe, or centrifugal casting. The body could be welded to
the lower head, which could be made from flat plate or a forging (depencling on the design
configuration), There are many processes available to make these welds, The welded assembly could
then be used as is, or it could be ftlrther cold worked and annealed to modify the weld ntetal
rnlcrostructure, Many process variations are possible, even with a welded fabrication, "

This section illustrated the variety of fabrication methods that are available, Specific processes are
ch':_rtbed in rnore detail inSection 4,

16
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4, Major Project Activities

This section describes the activities and tile results of the major tasks in the project:

4,1 Performance Requirements
4,2 Literature Search

4,3 Vendor Survey and Quotations t
4,4 Copper Develot.,_'_ent Association Activities
4,5 Foreign Technology Review
4,6 Process Identification and Evaluation

,

_j,Performance R(_q._r-._lc__n_

4,1,1, Regulatory Requirements "

The 10 CFR Part 60 (1983) requires that the container (,;atlsfy the application needs in terms of
perfo,'mance requirements, environmental factors, and closure constraints. Table 4-1 shows design
requirements that LLNL has derived from this regulation, other applicable regulations, and waste
management system requirements,

Table 4-1, Key LLNL design requirements (O'Neal et al,, 1983) derived from 10 CFR Part 60,
other applicable regulations, and waste management system requirements

Waste packages shall be designed to:
1, Contain the waste for 300 to 1000 years, (a,b)
2, Maintain a release rate of less than 10.5 per year of radionuclide inventory present at the

end of the containment period (300 years minimum). (b)
3, Be retrievable for 50 years after the emplacement of the first waste package/a)
4, Meet nuclear criticality standards, t,e,, not exceed an effective multiplication factor (Kc,ff)

of 0,95,
5, Not exceed temperature limits of the waste forms, which are 773K (500°C) for defense

high-level waste glass, 673K (400°C) for commercial high-,level waste glass, anti 623K
(350°C) for spent fuel cladding,

6. Retatn legible, externally labeled identification up to and including the time of retrieval,
7, Meet requirements for cost-effectiveness, including dtrect package costs and related

repository system costs through the operational period/a)

(a)These requirements determine or' affect the selection of containment barrter metal,
(b)Interacttons of waste package materials and hole-liner materials must not signtftcal_tly increase the

release rate of the waste forms or the corrosion rate of the containment barriers,

Vagueness in several terms used in the regulations has caused some confusion in defining specific
requirements (e,g,, the exact meaning of the phrases "substantially complete containment" or
"anticipated processes and events"), As a result, specific container requirements are not yet defined,
thus making _t very difficult to establish evaluation criteria to rank candidate manufacturing
pra_.esses. B&W's approach to this problem was to assume that the ASME BPVC would be used as the
basts for fabrication requirements, Although the use of thts code is extremely conservative, B&W felt
that tt would be more efficient and effective to use an existing code specification that was well
understood and accepted, The use of the ASME BPVC for thts Phase I effort does not Inean that tt will
be used as a specification for the procurement of production of nuclear-waste containers, lt isused here
simply because tt facilitates comparison of fabrication processes on a common widely understood basts,

18



The final specification for production of nuclear-waste containers may or may not contain elements of
the ASME BPVC.

4.1.2. Codes and Standards for Use in Evaluating Container Fabrication Processes

At'the present time, there are no specific codes and standards available for the fabrication of long-term
nuclear-waste storage containers. The most frequently used code within the nuclear industry is the
ASME BPVC for the design and fabrication of pressure boundary components and appurtenances. The
code's Section II!, "Nuclear Power Plant Components," or Section VIII, "Pressure Vessels," could be used

_' for these purposes.

Within Section VIII, "Pressure Vessels," Division 1, (1986 Edition) are rules for the fabrication of

,. containers for'lethal substances and this appears to be the most appropriate. This was selected as the
guide to use in evaluating fabrication processes for these containers because it 'provides adequate
safeguards and proven rules for the fabrication of containers. Although the internal pressure for the
containers is expected to be small, the use of a code intended for pressure vessels will provide
conservative rules for material specifications and fabrication. B&W gained experience with this code
in the fabrication of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 defueling canisters.

Adherence to the ASME BPVC requires that materials used for construction meet the requirements of
Section II, "Material Specifications," and be included within the appropriate application section, in
this case, Section VIII, Division 1. With these rules it is not possible to use aluminum bronze (CDA

613), one of the candidate alloys, because it is not covered by Section VIII. In other instances, there are
no existing specifications for some of the product forms that could be used in fabrication (e,g., Alloy 825
forgings). Table 4-2 shows the material specifications for various product forms that could be used if
the ASME BPVC rules are relaxed. These are to be used for interim specifications for making mock-ups.
Table 4-3 shows the compositions and specifications for each of the candidate materials.

A draft specification was prepared to solicit budgetary bids for the fabrication of ,.ontainer mock-ups
and prototypes.

4.1.3. Assumptions

Assumptions include a container configuration and other interface issues.

4.1.3.1. Container Drawing

Since a detailed drawing of the container had not been provided, B&W prepared the drawing (No.
1167652D-0) shown in Figure 4-I for discussion with vendors, quotation requests, etc. Various
assumptions are provided in this drawing, and it is subject to many revisions. The "reference" top and
bottom designs are from the LLNL sketches. The "alternate" designs are suggestions from B&W.

4.1.3.2. Interface Assumptions

The following list contains assumptions that B&W used in the Phase 1 activities:

1. The spent-fuel waste container configuration and size will be as shown in Figure 4-1, using
the reference designs for the top and bottom. The fabrication methods should also be applicable to the
defense high-level waste container, which has the same diameter and geometry, but is shorter in
length.

2. At this point, B&W was not concerned with any structure inside the containerthat might be
required to separate fuel rods, etc.
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Table 4-2. Candidate material specifications for mock-ups

Product Form

Cen tr i fugal
Casting , Pipe

Alloy Bar Pipe Other Forging Seamless Welded Plate

TP304L SA479 SA336 SA312 SA312 SA240
[SA358]

3PF3, 3A [SA451 ] SA351

TP316L SA479 SA336 SA312 SA312 SA240
[SA358!

3PF3M [SA451 ] SA351

IN825 SB425 (SB564/ SB423" (SB619/ SB424
SB424 SB424)*

CDM22 SBI52 (SB283/ SB42" SB543' SB152
SBI52)

CDA811 (SB271/ (SB271/
SB152) SB152)

CDA613 QQ-C-450a** (SB283/ (SB543/
CF_%952 SB271 SB271 QQ-C-450a**) QQ-C-450a**)

CI_715 (SB283,/ SB467" SB543' SB402
SB402)

CF_A964 (SB271/ (SB271/
SB402) SB402)

[ ] Denotes that the material is acceptable under Section III but not
Section VIII.

* _]e containers are beyond the maximum diameter covered by the specifica-
tion but could be acceptable according to Paragraph UG-4, Section VIII.

( ) Denotes that the material is made to a process specification not

normally covering the alloy but meets the co_qc)ositionand mechanical
properties of the alloy plate specification. Currently not acceptable
to Section III or VIII but expected to be acceptable to Section VIII fo_
the production containers.

** Not acceptable to either Section III or VIII.

Specification Sources:

SA and SB-- ASME BPVC

QQ Federal Specifications
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Table 4-3. YMP candidate alloys

UNIFII_D
NUMBER DESCRIPTION CHEMICAL COMPOSITION CROSS R[FERENCE SPEC'IFJCATIONS_,

C10200 Oxvon,F_,eCo_er I_ugQI)5mmOsh_Age_'ludedmCu AMS4501,460_ 470_ASM[.q;812, S842_SB75 S8111,
(OF) S8152, SD359 SB3g5 ASTM 81, O3, 83, 0(3 (tO2L 833,842

(102), g4o MO gOg (102}, B75 (102), Bg8 (103). B111 (102l,
6133 (I02_ 11153 (1031, 8170 (103i. 0107 (103(. gllll] (1021,
SlOg 6246 B_73, |390(102}, §390 0355 R359(102).

q B372 (102) B395 (102} B433 (102), B447 (t03), 0451, 11506
(102i, B555. FB FED QO,C.503, 00,C,576 OO,1_.571.
O0.W,343 MIL IPIC MIL,W'O5 MIL,T,3335 MIL,W,3318,
MIL,R, 19631, MIL,W,23060. MIL,W-B. 18907 &Al J461
(CA102), J463 (CA102)

081300 Aluminum Stm'us AJO 0.7 5 Fi _ 0.3 0 Mn 0 1Omex NI ODA 01] IPlD OG-C-4110
0 15inel PO 015 n_x Iqp0 0t rnlJ BI
O t0 m,. l_ 0 20.0 50 Zn 0 0li mml

1_711H)O _ NJekel, 30% IP.u99 5 rr_ Ir_ 0 40.1.0 P/m 1 0 me_ NI IMIM| 68 tl 1. SID ?1, $8369, SB3i)5. S8402, E84615, 58457.
29 0.33 0 llZ_0 05 mmATm 1• msJ Osh_ gas43 ABTM B111 (716}, 8122 (715(, B151 (,115) 8171
Ag x_:4uo_Jm Cu, Cu_ g 5 r_n m<Ju_,ng (715), 11351)I?15), 831)5 ('_ i5), B402 (,i 15l, 8432 (115), B46E
Ml nm'_cle/emen_ F_ wek:led (715l, 846,1 (715). 0543 (715), l_552 (715)MIL IPF.,C
e_>Icatmne C0 05 n'_a_PO 02 ro.eK,Pt) MIL,1, t5005, MiL,C.15725. MIL,T.16420, MiL,IPI,IgO31,
0 03 rm_, | 002 max, Zn 0 50 max MIL,7,22214 _ J461 tCA? t 6), J_03 (C.A7rB)

C801 O0 C_ll CEllos Ou 9g 95 mm O'lhw total 0.05 msx, Ag
m¢lud_ m _1

C96200 Call Aluminum AJ9 6,9 5 Cu 85 0 rain fat 2 _4 0 _ ASME _B149. S82,11 ASTM 830 (952}, 8148 (952) 83,11
StoNe totalnam_ eMmentl 99 0 mm (952) 8505 FED QO,B,6,15, QQ.C.390 MIL EPIC MIL.C,22229

(6) 8A! J451 (CAD52), J462 (CAD52)

CI6400 C4_t _.Nmkel C 0 15 max Cb0 5(_I 5 Cu 05 0.00 0 Ft AJBYM830 (I64) 0359 (864), 0433 (E64_, BS0S (9641 FED
0 25,1 5 Mn I 5 moxNI26 0-3_ 0 F_ OO-C,3go MIL IPIO MIL._ 15345 (241, MiL-C-20159 (q
0 03 max IU 0 60 max_ Fo_welding
Ilrldel, Pb 001 mtx

J92500 AIIo_ 51_1C._ltmg C 0 03 m_ Or 17 0_21 0 Mn I 50 m_x AGICF,3AMS63"IO, 5371ASTMA351(CF.3) A743(CF,31,
(CF.3) NI B 0,12 0 P0 040 ma_ E 0 040'mo_ I_ A744 (CF,3)

200max

_2800 Alloy SINI C4rtm,g C 0 03 mix Ct 170-21 0Mn 1 50 m"_ A,OI CF.3M ArIM A351 (CF3M, CF3MA), A,143 (CF,$F), A,144
(CF.3M) IMa 3 0-3 0 NI 9 O.13 0 P0 04 mex I (CF.3M)

0 04 m-,,E.II.S0ma_,_

N01125 N,.Fe--CrAlloy .r_ohd AJ0 2 mex C 0 05 ma. Ca19 6.23 5 Cu AJIME $11103, ElL423, gS424, I_84_5 AJItTMB1(_3, 1.423,
._OIU11_ Strength4H_d I 5.3 0 I_ Mt Mn 1 0 fr_x Mo 3 5.3 5 Nt M24,1_425
(In¢o_,y 125) SE 0-45 0 I 0 03 _ li 0 6 mg_11

0 0.1,2

1.10403 Autten*l_cC_,N_ C 0 03 mw. C_ II 00.30 O0 Mn 300 All1304 LAMS 55 t 1. 584 ,i AEM! SALE2 (304 L), SA313
.. SI.mk_u 51551(LOw m4= NI B 0G 12 O0P 0 045 max I 0 030 (304 L), SA340 (304 L). 5A349 (304 L), 5A313 (304 LI, 5A403

Carbon) m_l111 t OSm4. (304 L), SA4?g (304 L), 5A696 (304 L)ASTM AI5,1 (304 L),
A183 (304 L), A213 (304 L), A240 (304 L), A349 (304 I.) A209
i304 L). A276 (304 L),A313 (304,L). A314 (304 L). A403 i304
L), A4,13 (304 LI A470 (304 L), A4,19 (304 L},A511 (304 L),
A554 (304 L), A580 (304 L), A833 (304 L), ASe8 (304 L) FED
O_.S,753 (304 L). SO.S,7511(304 LiMIL EPEC MII. S,06_ (304

, 1.); MIL.5-4043. MIL,S.23195 (304 D, MIL,S.231D8 (304 L)SAE
J406 (30304 U

131103 Auem_l_¢ Ce,N_.Mo C 0 030 n'm. Or t50G !11 O0 Mn 2 CO AJEI 310 LAM$ 550,i, EII53 AIMS SA 112 (310 L), B.A213
S tlt*nkit4 .rHIlel(Lo_v m_x Mo 2 O0.3 00 Ni 10 OG 14 00 P (316 L), SA24_0 (3td Li, _2491315 L), SA312 (31(_ L},S,A403
Ce,rb,on) O 045 n'_ l O030 n_x IU 100 ma_ (31 (_L). _A479 _31_ L) SABEO (31_ L) ASTM A1(_7 (315 L).

Al113 (316 L},A213 (316 L), A240(310 IJ, A240 (31tj L), A21_g
(316 L), A2'lll (316 L) A312 (3t5 L),A314 (316 L), A403 (310
IJ, A473 (315 IJ A47E (310 LI, A4'19 (316 Li, A511 (315 L)
A554 (316 L), ASE0 (316 L), A533 i316 D A51[ill (315 L) FED
QQ,',',';,763(316 L) QO, S,?86 (310 tj MIL IPIC MIL+S.EO_'(316
L)IAI[ J405 (30310 '
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3, As previously discussed, where possible tile container will be assumed to be made according
to requtrerner_ts in ASME BPVC, Section VIII, Dlvts!on 1, l-leltum leak te,ating will be asstlmed in lieu of
hydrostatic testtng, und other exceptions may be made to best fit the application, A material or process
will not be eliminated if there is no applicable code,

4, The container components shall be solution annealed to minimize residual stresses and stress
corros!on cracking (SCC),

5, Surface finish of the outside surface ts meta crlttcal than that of the inside (requirements:
63 rrns for outside, 250 rm_ for Inside),

6, If' the material specifications fbr mock-ups and prototypes are not available from ASME
BPVC, B&W wtll use B&W-generated specifications (witl! approval by LLNL) ,

7, Casting grades are acceptable as centrifugal castings.
8, Ultrasonic (UT) testing of centrifugal castings will be possible tf cold worked and annealed,
9, B&W assumes that the following material combinations are acceptable for weld jotnts',

Ba_, Filler

Metal

AISI 304L _ NBI.,
AISI 310L 316L

Alloy 825 165 (matching composition or 1625)
CDA 122 ER Cu

CDA 613 ER CuA1-A2, ER CuAI-AI
CDA 715 ER CuNi

4_&_t,t_D_,_c_Rczt¢_

The literature review concentrated on factors of the fabrication process that would affect the quality or
serviceability of the containers, Of principal concern are:

• Corr¢_sion resistance,

• Chemical homogeneity,
• Uniform microstructure,

• Grain size t_niformity,
• Yield ._trength,
• Decrease in ductility,
• Internal quality, soundness,
• Residtlal stresses,

• Workability,
• Weldability,
• I-lear treatment,

• Inspectability,

The possible effects clue to fabrication are:

• (7ompositional variations
" Joining of pieces from different heats

In weldments, filler versus base metal composition.
• Cold work in forming.
• Grain size variations

Joining of pieces with different thermal-mechanical histories
- Nonuniform working and recrystallization

In weldments.
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• Residual stresses

Due to forming
- Due to welding.

• Nonuniform microstructure
In weldments

- Nonuniform heat treatments.

• Decrease in ductility,

The cause-arid-effect relationships between these variables were searchecl using computer-based
literature retriewd sources, with the American Society of Metals International (ASM) Metadex

database as the principal source. The search inclucied the following alloys:

AISI 3041.,(CF3) CDA 122 (CDA 8'11)
AISI 316L (CF,.,M) CDA 613 (CDA 952)

Alloy 825 CDA 715 (CDA 964)
Austenitic stainless steel

Coplx:r
Copper alloys

The results of this search are summarized below.

4,2,1. Corrosion Resistance

The prh'nary concerns for corrosion resulting from fabrication are the localized corrosi;m mecharflsms of

• C';alvanic corrosion due to chemical composition variations,
• Intergranular corrosion.
• Stress corrosion cracking that is ettl_er intergranular or transgranular.
• Pitting and crevice corrosion.
• Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) and hydrogen-assisted Cracking (HAC).

4.2.'1.1. Galvanic Corrosion

The compositional differences between components of the container and welds due to differences in
heats, product form, and wrought versus cast are small ('Fable 4-4). Whether these differences are

large enough to lead to galvanic corrosion is subject to furtller investigation. A specific se_'rch of the
literature on this subject failed to produce any information on the galvanic cc.,rrosion of compo ents made
withdifferent heats of base metal, or the galvanic corrosion of components due to compositional
differences between base and weld metal when using matched filler metals. This is taken as evidence

that such differences do not produce significant galvanic corrosion effects. For tn,,_tance, copper-nickel
alloys have been used successfully in marine and boat welded construction.

4.2.1,2. Intergranular Corrosion

Intergrantflar corrosion in these copper and copper-base alloys is apparently insignificant (Hong and
Pitt, 1983), but it could be significant for the austenitic stainless steels and Alloy 825. A necessary
:x)nditton for this mechanism ts that the microstructure be sensitized. Procurement of base metal

_,ltertal specified to meet acceptance standards and tests for intergranular corrosion would ensure that
the material was initially sattsi:actory, Because sensitization during welding is a possibility, the re-
solution o': the chromium carbtdes that are the cause of Intergranular corrosion could be accomplished by

solutic_n ,_anealtng after welding. Nagawa (1982) investigated the effects of re-soluttoning AISI 304,
which is more prone tc) sensitization than AISI 304L, AISI 316L, and Alloy 825, to show that heat
variability was reduced and improved corrosion resistance resulted. The exposure of AISI 304L and
AISI 316L to temperatures of about 540-815°C (1000-1500°F) (Costello et al., 1969) and Alloy 825 to
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Table 4-4, Composition comparisons between cast, wrought, and welding alloys

Yp ]o4L su

Grsde--) TP ]04L TP 304h P 304h Cr-'3_3& CPP-_,3A T? 304L 30lh

C ,03 ,0_5 ,035 ,03 ,03 ,03 ,03
Hn 2,00 2,00 2,00 1,50 1,50 2,00 1,0-_,5

P ,045 ,04 ,0_ ,04 ,04 ,045 ,03
9 ,03 ,03 ,03 ,04 ,04 ,03 ,03

s_ 1,00 ,75 1,00 1,00 2,00 1,00 ,30-,65
cr 18.o-20,0 18,0-_0,0 18,0-10,0 17,0-11,0 17,0-11,0 ll,0-tO,0 19.5-1_,0
N_ 8.0-1_,o 1,0-1:1,0 8,0-13,0 8,0-1_.0 1,0-11,0 8,0-12,0 9,0-11,0
Ho - ..... ,S0 .... .7_

N .10 ........ ,10 --.
Cu ............ ,75

Yp _lih ss

Grade--) T_ 3|6L TP 316L F 316L CF-3M, _HA CPF-3H TP 316h 316L

c ,03 ,035 ,035 .03 ,03 ,03 ,0]
_n 2,00 t,00 ;t,00 1,50 1,50 1,00 1,0-1,5

P ,045 ,04 ,04 ,04 ,04 ,045 ,03
S ,O3 ,03 ,03 .04 ,04 ,03 .03

SL 1,00 ,75 1,00 1,50 1,50 1,00 ,30-,65
Cr 16,0-18,0 16,0-10.0 16,0-10,0 17,0-21,0 17,0-31,0 16,0-18,0 18,0-20,0
H_ 10,0-14,0 10,0-15,0 10,0-15,0 9,0-13,0 9.0-13,0 10,0-14,0 11.0-11,0
Ho 2,0-3,0 1,0-3,0 ;t,0-3,0 _,0-],0 _.0-3,0 ;t.0-3,0 1,0-3.0

N .10 ........ 10_.cu ........... .75

III 825

_lpec. --) Sn4;t 3 SB4_4 Si)4 ;t_ Si_ 5,_14_
clrade--> NOBE25 _1O11B21 N00815 I_ NI Fe Cr-I

C ,0_ ,0_ ,05 ,05
Hn 1,0 I ,0 1,0 1,0

s ,03 ,03 ,03 ,03
S_ ,50 ,50 ,50 ,50
Cr 19,5-23,5 19,5-23.5 19,5-23,5 19,5-13._)
Ni 38,0-46.0 3B,0-46,O 30,0-46,0 38,0-44,0
Ho 2.5-_.5 1.5-3,5 2,5-3,5 _,5-3,5
cu 1,_-3.0 1,5-3,0 1,5-3,0 1,5-3,0
AI ' ,_0 .;to .;to ,10
T_ ,6-1.2 .6-1,2 ,6-1,2 ,6-1,
Fe 2_.0 Hln, 211,0 Iq.tn, _.0 Ht.n. 4_2,0 N_n,

Others ...... .50
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Table4-4.Compositioncomparisonsbetweencast,wrought,and welding alloys(cont'd)

,,, ¢;OA _ tDA iii

(;tide--) C,_2200 _._2]00 C_,100 113tCU d|] C 9_00 I:r CU AI-A,1

cu. A_ 9_,9 99,9 S9,9 te,O .ca, le,O Mom, I_.m,
r_ ......... ],S ],0 I1om, l,S
Ai .... _ -- .Oi (_,0-I,0 9,0 Nora. 9 0-11 0

..... -" -- ,10
Pb ...... ,0;t -- O;I

p o1_-4o ,oi_-,,o,ol_-,,o ,o_s .. "" .'"
Tt ......

,. ...... ;'0 .,., ._
o_,._. ...... ,so .... _o

cna 7IS

grade.--) c 'riCO0 ¢ 71_00 tr cu i_

Cu * kq 6_,0 M_n, lte,,, I_,m,
re ,40-1,0 ,40-1o0 ,40-, ")5

/,n . _0 , _0

Pb :0_ ,0_ ,O_
I_. . Co ;_9,0-1],0 ,_9,0-33 0 _9,0-3:_,0

vln 1,0 1,o 1.o
s ,02 ,02 ,01

C .0S ,05 --

din ....

ochers ..... ._0
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about 650.-760"C (12C)C}_.I40C)"F)(t.h'ochuro, 1984)required for sensttlzatltm will be prohibited (tftev'
nnnenltng, 'rhts prnctlce will produce material that shottld not be n probletl_ wtth the tltlSLc,rfltic sLeel,,_
(I..,ognn,1983) nnd presttn'mbly with Alloy 825,

The effect of processing on Alloy 825 Is apparently rllt')ro, cOIllplox than on the nustet'dtlc stainless steels,
A stabilizing, trentrnent of '1 hour _tt nbottt 940t"C ('IT0()"F) after n solutlorl ntlt'lt._alof nbot[L 1090u(.".
(2(}C)O°l-',')(Bt'owta, 1969)doe._ tlot t'estov'ereslstonce to Intergranular cort'osiorl, ApFnu'ontly, this alloy is
rrtot'esermlttve to therrnnl mechnrdcnl rrocosslng ns eornp_lved to the austenitic stainless steels,

, Work ota the develc_pirler_t of spent-ftlol ctlnistev's hrts sl'towrl the beneficial effecL,,_of n solution
treatment after welding AISI 304, and the Increased rest,atnrlce of AISI 3041.,to lr_tel'Igranttlar corrcmlon
overt offer weldhlg _lt_da furrlnce ,,._enstllznttor_treatment (lq'llllpplo, 198C)), The use of a re-s(flutlorl
heat treatrnerlt for the low C_lI'bort grades, AISI 30'11_0{|hd AISI 316l,,, may not be necessary to prevent
trttergranttlnr corrosion, but would be added protectk_n against encc)tnatorlrlg n "fast prectpttattor¢' heat
of material, The other benefits of n re..,¢_lutlon treatment nru discussed below,

l,'or fcirl'rllt3g,operatlc_l_.gtrlvt._lvlllgcold work, alal'ledllrlg wc)tllclprovide recovery nnd recrystallization ns
well as re-sc_lutlcm of eat'bides, Using "Prilctice.q for Detecting Sttsceptlbillty to Intev'grnrullar Attack tn
Atlstc,nltlc Stanless Steels .......l-"ri_ctlce17!/'(ASTM, 1986), S_.fl(ltx'lorl(lc.)85) showed that '11%pl'lOf work by
drawing increased the rrmxlrnurn cockling for sensltiziitlorl irt AISI 304 by n factor' of abottt 7 when
c¢_rnpared to nrmealed material (F'lgt'|v'e4.,2),

'['hls ftgtllr'U J.Ilsc}tlhtslv'ntes that the mlrllnltlm coolllag r_ite for nnnenllng to pv'evelat sensttiznticm in tl
0,C)3Wt %C AISI 30,11.,should be 5"C/s,

The cast alh_y ,:lhd weld metal equivalents to AISI 30,1L,nnd AISI 316I., generally contain some (:leltn
ferrite, nnd senslttznttcm ts reduced as c(_mpnred to their wholly austenitic stainless cmtnterpnrts, If
the ferrite number e×ceed,_ 133 × Wt %(.7,the sensitization of base metal and I_eaL..nffec'.Ledzone (HAZ)

is prevented (Matstl m(_lo, 1989),

4,2,1,3, Stress C{_rroslc_nC_rilc_klng (SCC)

The following three ess(,ntlnl crltc:n'lamust be met for either Irltergranulnr SCC or transgranttlnr SCC to
(}¢cllr:

• Susceptible rnlcrostructttre/_tlloy,
• l-{ostlle envlr(_nnaent,
• 'l"(.,r_sllestress,

"l'he appr(mc'h 1¢_l',o used tn the fabrlcittlor_ of the c(mtalnet'8 ts to produce the lowest pt'actlcable tensile
stre_:_sositnd, thtts, avoid failure by thesernechi_rtisrr_s, Irltergrnnuhtr SCC and tr_ulsgrilra.llat'SCC are

,t r_ot possible In either itustenttlc (llannlneh, 1979) or c(_pper.base alloys (ASM, 1979), without a
sufficiently high tensth., stress,

'l'he residual stresses due to either cold working or welding can be reduced to very low levels by stress
• relief or annealing trc:_ttrnertts, Unfc_rttinntely, effective stress relief treatments for austenitic stainless

steels are illso In the rnnge of I{:rnperaltiros In which sensitization occurs, l-lowever, soltitlon anneal ts
effective In re(:ltlclr_g resldtial sti'e,..ise,._to nn acceptable level while avoiding sermlttzatlon, provided
that c(_oltng rates from annealing are fast encmgh and tlniform, Short times, less than 1 hour, at 900°C
are effective In removing the SCC susceptibility of cold worked AISI 3041.,and AISI 3161.,(Cigada et al,,
1992), Both of these alloys dlst',lny threshc_ld nrncmnts of cold worl< (abcmt 1(3%)below which SCC does
not occur, This would permit the use of rather straightening operations t:,rovtded LI'mtthe. restduM
stresses tr_trodttced by such (H:,erationsnrc als()low,



l*tgure 4-2, Comparison (If the as.drawn a_ld annealed maxhnum critical cooling rates for

sensltlzatlor_ in AISI 304 (Reprinted from Solomon, 1985)

The stress relaxation that i.)CCtli'S In austenlilc stainless stim wolds follows a Larsen-Mtller

relafl,msMp (l,"tdler, 1982) and can be predicted with the following expression:

r:t= '10(5'24"0'16lT (20.I,logt)x 10'31):t:20 MNm "2

where s = stress, MNm'2;

T = temperature, K;
t = time in h(_urs;

:t:20 MNrn -,2 = predicted accuracy of the stress,

Using 1 hour at 1038°C (1900°t ::) as an example, the calcuhited residual stress would be equal to
11,1 MNmm "2 (1,6 kst), provided thai there is no Increase in residual stress due to the annealing
practice,

The annealing temperatures commonly used for the candtde te alloys are given LwAow,

AISI 3041, 1040 (1900) mtn, 148,1
(:_ 1040 ('1900) mh'l, "148,6
AIS1316L 1040 (1900) mtn, 148,1

CI:,'3M 1040 (19C)0)rntn, 148,6
Alloy 825 930-980 (1700-1800) 145
CDA 122 370.-650 (700-.1200) 67

CDA 811 370-650 (700...1200) (a) --
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CI) A 6'13 610.-ft70(1125-1600) 67
CDA 952 6'10,4:37()('1125,-16C)0)(a) ...
CDA 715 650-820(LI20C)':1500) 67
CD A 964 65C)"_20(1200"q5(30)(lO --

(_1)Amu.u_lln_I,unot lu_rm_llly_pecll'ledfor ci_tlnBHbut 1_ill4_[llilodii) buthua.nloault_wrotll.]ht ldloy
ccmnt_u'pm'l,

li

A prlnclpal eft'ect In fabrication with the;_ustenltl¢ _talnless steels 1_the I'(:)rmatlonof delta ferrite,
Delta ferrite Is berlefl¢lal tri ca,,_tln#,__lt'_clwc.qdmetal.s, 1.,ar_.,;enrn('_ur_t,:{of delta ferrite may produce

,. difficulties In hot working, so lt Is ustially held tt_very low levels In wrottght products, l]eestonel al,
('198,1)compared the mecl'mnleal arid c{_rroslon-reslstance l:u'operttes (ff ceritrlfu)_f_lly cast CF:3 and
wrout4ht A1SI3041.,canisters, They concluck;d that the propel'lies of the eastcanisters that c(_ntalnedup
Lo4,5% ferrite were equivalent Lo1heAI,ql 30,1wrought c!_lnlsLers,in particular, the cast material was
t'(_undtc_be Nl_.;htlyle.,-_.,4susceptible LoSCC as coml-,aredto the wr(u.q4hImaterial, Flowers et al, (1963)
have shown thai the su._ceptlblllty to chl(_rtcleSCC decrea,,4edwith lrlcreasln_.,;ferrite c(mterlt and thai
these all()ys _t'e m()1'eresistant than sln[!,le-phasealloys,

On the oth,.;r har_d, Baeslilck (1979) has shown that lr_cre_'mtngthe ferrite content tip to '10q2% In
ferrite-containing stalnless..steel w_._ld_Incr_nlsesSCC susceptibility, The £CC susceptibility then
decreaseswith further tnc.re_lsesll_ ferrite, 'I'hedlffer(:nces In corv'(),,4(mregl,{tancebetween the ca.,s,t and
weld-metal c'ase,_av'eattributed to the glc_bular and cc_ntlr_tlc)usferrite: mc_rphcflc_glc:stn the cast and

_'__,._"u.,cLiw.,lwc_,M-.Inetalmlcv'c_stv't_cture._,*1 • Y'

No _{c,nsittz,LIc_nlc_Intc.,v'[_rantlh'lv'corro_ic_nc_ccun'edIn slatnles_ stc.:elsccmtalnln_ up Lo 0,054Wt %C
wher_Intert_a_.,s.'t{,mt'_erat_resdid nel t.,xc!{,ecl300°C(572°10(Gtnn el al,, 1983), A cc_mmc',r_usageof 260%::
(.v,00"l,')maxlm_n_ Intc,rpa_.stc:n_l)eraLurewould appear to besatlsfactc_ry,

4,2,1,4, I'ittln).._and C.revlc.eCc_rrc_sl(m

There are i'_odata lo Indicate thai fabrlc;atlcu'lat'fucls lhc pitting and crevice ccu'rc)slcmrest.,-ttar_ceof
CC_l:,peraT_dlt, alloys (Cr)A, 1987), Qualitative obserw_tlonsanti practical experience lncllcate thai the
pltttn,L3resistance of coM-drawn cc_ppc;rmay be greater tl'mn that of annealed ttfl'_ln_, Otl'_erwlse, the
effect of fa'bv'lcatt_n cm these prc_perties appc:ars to be nii,

In ec_napavhscm,tl'u,:t:,itttng ar)d cv'c,vlce cc_rrc_stonresistance of austenitic stainless steel_ is cff greater
c,c_ncev'nwith v'c,.,ar_c,ctIc_the effects of f_brlc'atlc_n, '['hose are as fcfllc_,,w:

. Cv'evlce¢_c_rv'_stonrc:slst,ncedc,cwc,t_se,_with _ dec:re_setn lhc avera_e grain diameter
• (critical pc_tenth_lt'c_l'crevice cc_rr(_slcm,l:!cc(:_d''1/2) (k)ay_.llel al,¢'1c,_8,1),

• Crevice cc_,'rc_slcmIr_creaseswith sensttlzattc_n(l.)ayal el al,, 19_{4),
• l"c_st-wc,ld i_rmealtn_._I'ecltlcespitting in weMs (Suutala and l(urkeh:l, 198,1)

,. • l'ltltn}._Is c'.a_sc,d by s__lfursegv'eg_ttcmdurln_ the solMit_tc_ttcmtfr autc"_genc_t_sAISI 316
welds ((:;r'el<uh_eLal,, 198,1),

• l'lt_; rlllcleilte preferentially at the atlsterlltq:'/ferrlte lnterfact: or Inside the cores of
', at_,:;tenltetn AISI 30,11.welds (Manntr_get irl,, :1980),

• l,aser l,_lazlwg,reduces 1.:tiltingcc_rmslcmreslstanc!e (t.,amb et al,, 198,1)and does not c_t'f(,v'a
va_ethc_dc_flmprc.wement.
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4,2,1,5,HydrogenEmbrlttlument(I-IE)and Hydrogen.,Assl,JtedCracking(HAC)

Hydrogen embrittlement in copper-base alloysonly occurs if oxygen is present tn amounts greater than
10 ppm fur pure oxygen-free copper (OFC) (CDA, 1987), If the fabrication process includes exposure iu an
oxidizing atmosphere followed by exposure tohydrogen, then wt'tter forms, resulting in voids and
cracks, Embrittlement in the other copper alloys is apparently Insignificant,

For the austenitic stainless steels, deforrnation-h'|duced martensite is essential for HAC of low yield
strm'lgth steels (BrtarlL,1981; Eliezer, 1981; West, 1981), although there ts controversy concerning tl_e
role played by the martensite (L,ewandowskt and Thompson, '1981), Other contributing factors to ,_
cracking include cl'_romium depletion of grain bourldaries due to sensitization (Brtant, 1981} Ellezer,
i 981 ),

The arnotmt of martei_slte formed In the cold working of metastable austenitic steels is a function of
compostticm and can be predicted tlsirlg empirical relationships such as those in the table (Table 4-5)
summarized by Nowlk (1979), However, this is not ta variable in container fabrication if annealing is
performed, since the martensite thtat formed durtng cold working would be transformed back to
austenite,

Table 4-_, Expressions relating mLstenite stability and alloy chemistry (reprinted from Novak, 1979)

Ib_fert'.ce (,,hulvHItyc.,ompulcd * I{ehlltmi_,hlp leleme.ts I. _t, tllhl 'tt.)

[ (_r 4. ''_MO " '0)' lPosl .nel l'._berb'N Sllhlhty lacier a NI ................ [2-............. 0,SMw - _ + 15

C]rll111h_lhd 'Wllllhl M Hlahlllly l'nclor ,_

[ (C, + I ,%,o - 20,' 15'I
luodllh, d Io NJ.................... 0,_I_4. -._-Cu-27N *
hwhlde COlqn'r Ill
llnd lllllol(ell

Eleh_ ha.. "ml ilull _i Al, ('F) 75(14,8-Crl + 110(8,1}-NI)+ _X i ,3.1-,Mnl+ 50(0,47 - Sl)+ ,1o00
I0,0_I .-IC ._N)I

Mowkm,m et Ill,TM M, (*F) 2 I_).-_(C, rt- 102(Nll- 2611(XC-_NI
AnRelN M,,a ('C) 41_1-482(C * NI-g,2SI-ii, lM.- I:17Ct -U.SNI '- IH,SMo
FJoreen arld Mlhnllqln l°l Slahlllty failer ._ NI4 0,68(.',r* 0AkSh4n + 0,43gI_ 27(C*N)

tlm. Irvhw t'l _1,_° and
Elel_ehwav_ n.d tlul141

Floree. I.d Miyn1,1_ _tablllly fi_'lor S iql 4"0,0'_I' 4. 0,_IMll 4-O,4fi.ill ._ 27(C+ NJ._'Mo40,1_Go
from h'vlw,, H i_l,_
l_,lel',ehnl. ,Iw_ Hu lY
ImtJ C:Ollt,_ollrl_[l_TM

Noto: Referencescll,_clIn the table are In Novak ('1979)

4,2,2,Form tng._'ljl.O__l_a.b_KcEL!on LImltattoas

4,2,2,'1, Casting

Alloy 825 m_d CDA 122 are net currently a'vath_ble as cast products, The other four candidate wrought
alloys _re available as castings with chemical compositions nearly equivalent to their wrought
product forms,

B&W anti tndustry's experience with defects in sand castings would preclude their use in these
containers, Centrifugal castings are known to have much fewer defects than sand casttngs and Improved
mechanical and corrosion-resistant properties, This was demonstrated with the maktng of
prototypical CI"3 waste containers and compt_ring their properties to those for wrought AISI 304L
(Beeston wt al,, 1984; l-lowell, 1982), One Issue that was not addressed in these studbs was the UT

Inspection of centrifugally cast material, The topic ts covered in Section 4,2,2,7,



4 2,2,2, Cold Working

Ali of the six candidate wrought alloys are workable to varying degrees, None of the alloys present a
problem in bending and forming into cylinders, Of the four cold forming operations under consideration
(bending, spinning, roll extrusion, and deep drawing), deep drawing is the most severe and would reveal
the more subtle differences in workability .than would the_less demanding processes, A commercial
producer of deep-drawn tubular components reports the following ratings for the wrought alloys
(Holbrook, 1987),

, A_ Peep Dr owabtltt3_

AISI 304L ' C,{xxt
. AISt 3'16L Difficult

Alloy 825 Good
CDA 122 C_xl
CDA 613 Poor
CDA 715 G{x_x-i

4,2,2,3, Hot Workability
i

The effect of alloy composition on l_ot workability is more apparent than in cold working, The large
differences in flow stress as a function of temperature for the iron versus copper-base alloys results in
two principal regimes of extrusion temperatures:

t_-"_xtrusionTemperature Range,{_ (°I)_

AISI 304L 11{30-'126{}(2000-23C}0)
AISI 316L 1100-1260 (200{}-2300) ,
Alloy 825 1100-1260 (2000-2300)
C DA 122 760-870 (1400-1600)
CDA 613 7{90-930 (1450-1700)
CDA 715 930-1040 (1700-1900)

4,2,2,4, Heat Treatments

Recommended heat treatment ranges for the candidate wrought alloys and their casting counterparts
are listed below,

Post-Weld Heat Treatment

A1.__!}{2,_ !'emperaBLCes, °C (°F) _Ann_ealingTemperatures, oC_OF)

• AISI 304L Not recomn_ended 1010-1120 (1850--.2050)
AISI 316L., Not recommended 1010-1120 (1850-2050)
A11{}y825 Not recomnlended 930-980 (17{}0-1800)

, CD A 122 None required 370-650 (700-1200)
CDA 613 600 (1100) 610--870 (1125-1600)
CDA 715 540 (1000) 650-820 (1200-1500)

t-leatti_g Ihese alloys in gas-fired or electrical furnaces will produce scaling that is probably not
acceptabl{: for nuclear-waste containers. The use of protective atmospheres or vacuums ts preferred, To
avoid pitting when using protective atmospheres with copper, it is necessary to either prevent or
remove the deposition of carbonaceous ftlms on the surface (Mattson, 1980),



4.2.2.5. Grain Size Control

Since ali of these alloys are proi_e to grain growth upon heating, controk_ that involve coldworking
and/or heat treatment must be used in fabrication. Large variable grain sizes could produce differences

in strength, corrosion resistance, and UT testing sensitivity. Limiting the heat treatments to the lower
ends of the temperature ranges should be part of the standard practice for fabrication. Also, avoiding
strains and deformations in the range of about 10-30% will preclude the possibility of abnormal grain

growth.

For the cast austenitic alloys that contain ferrite, CF3 and CF3M, cold work!ng and recrystallization °
offer a means of producing fine-grained material (Murakami et al., 1979).

Some of the grain size differences between base and weld metal are due to substructures produced in the
weld that are :_:,,tpresent in tile base metal (Foulds and Moteff, 1982). Tile only apparent method to
reduce these differences is by cold work and recrystallization.

4.2.2.6. Surface Condition

A smooth surface, free of residual stresses, is desirable to avoid pitting and crevice corrosion and to

provide a satisfactory surface for UT inspection. The methods used to produce tl_e surface must be
scrutinized carefully. For example, the SCC of boiling-water reactor piping was found to be greatly
exacerbated by residual stresses left after grinding welds (Chrenko, i978). Abusive grinding must be
avoided after the final annealing treatment.

4.2.2.Z Inspectability

Inspectability is affected not only by the geometrical constraints of container design but also by the
following factors:

• Large grain size of base metal, HAZs, and weld metals.
• Anisotropy in weld metals and centrifugal castings. Both of these could be eliminated by

cold work and recrystallization.
• Another concern with centrifugal castings is the possibility of porosity affecting

radiographic and UT inspectability. This latter effect can apparently be controlled
by argon-oxygen decarbonization for the iron-base alloys.

4.2.3. Literature Review Summary

The following issues need to be addressed in the fabrication of YMP containers:

• If welding is used in fabrication, the consequences of the following must be considered:
- Small compositional differences between the filler and base metal may promote ,,

galvanic corrosion.
There are practical limits of thermal gradients and cooling rates that can be used in
the annealing of the container components (upper head and lower unit) without re-
introducing residual stresses in the heat-treated pieces.
There is a possibility of avoiding pitting of weIds containing delta ferrite by annealing
the container. Can the continuous delta fei'rite in these welds be eliminated to produce

microstructures similar to those in castings?

• The best method must be found to achieve stress-free, smooth surfaces on the containers.

• There is a possibility of using centrifugal castings without subsequent cold work and
ro_r,_,_l'nlli7al'ic_n lq thoir l JT inqr_c'tahilitv aecc, ptable?.... d ................... ,........ I ..... d
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® The effects of thermal-mechanical processing of Alloy 825 with respect to carbide
precipitation and other second,phase reactions must be examined,

_, Vendor Su m._tys and Quotations

The following four principal vendor surveys were conducted by mail and in limtted cases by telephone

and meetings:

, • Capabilities and interest.
• Spin forming.
• Heat treating capabilities.
• B&W Nuclear Equipment Division and Trading Co. purchasing inquiries.

The results of these surveys are summarized below, together with questions received from vendors.

4.3.1. Capabilities and Interest Survey

Companies surveyed 57
Responses (total) 32
Negative responses 9
Expressions of positive interest

and descriptions of capabilities 23

The results of this survey indicate a sufficient interest by roll-and-weld fabricators and centrifugal

casting companies who wish to participate in tile YMP container fabrication project.

A significant limitation appears to be the lack of availability of wrought seamless pipe of sufficient
diameter for the container. Special processing such as back extrusion, roll extrusion, and deep drawing
appear to be tile most attractive options.

4.3,2. Spin Forming Survey

Spinning and deep drawing are two possible methods for fabricating a seamless lower unit (integral
cylindrical body and lower head--no welds). "l-he Precision Metal Forming Association (Mr. Karl M.
Roth) was contacted and companies in itsMetal Spinning Division were surveyed. The survey results
were as follows:

Compa hies surveyed 19
Responses (total) 11
Negative responses 11

The waste-container components exceed the forming capacity of the vendor equipment. From this
survey, two other possible vendors and one used-machinery dealer were identified. Additional
possible vendors for spin forming and deep drawing were taken from the Thomas Register of American
Manufacturers.

The same basic letter (with minor revisions) wasthen sent to 15 more vendors. The results are presented
below.

Companies surveyed 15

Returned, no forwarding address 1
Responses (total) 5
Negative responses 2
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Positive responses 3
, Interest in total package 1
- Interest inheads only 1
- , Sell rnachinery 1

Vendors interested in fabricating all or part of the container were sent the bid package soliciting quotes.
Mt. William J. Molloy of Mohawk Machinery, lnc, has for sale a 75 in, x 100 in. Cincinnati Vertical
lqydrospinning Maci'fine used by General Electric to fabricate Minuteman Missiles (60,in. OD x 130-in.
long).

Tt_e vendor quotes are discussed in Section 4.3.6.

4.3.3. Heat Treating Capabilities Survey

The objective of this survey was to determine if there are any firms interesled in, and capable of,
annealing the fabricated containers, using either protective bright annealing or vacuum annealing. The
results of this survey are summarized in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6. Survey results of heat treating capabilities

Companies surveyed 46
Responses (total) 25
Positive responses 20
Negative responses 5

Annealing Capabilities
Uvver Head Lower Unt_

Br._ht Vacuum _ Yacuum

Number of Companies 10 13 _4 2

Virtually ali of the respondents could work with ali of the alloys. The limiting case was the vacuum
annealing of the lower unit; the length of the lower unit limits the number of available vacuum
chambers,

4.3.4. B&W Nuclear Equipment Division and Trading Company Purchasing Inquiries r

Independent of the surveys described above, purchasing agents from B&W Nuclear Equipment Division
and Coutino, Caro & Co. (a trading company within the McDermott Co.), who were familiar with this

type of product, solicited budgetary quotations for container components. Additional sources uncovered
by these agents included the following:

i,

Tube Sales_welded pipe agents including RaftPipe.
Spincraft_spun heads.

Ladish Co._forged heads.
Earle M. Jorgensen Co._forged heads.
Wyman Gordon Co,_forged heads.

The results of these inquiries are included in Section 4.3.6.
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4.3.5. Key Vendors

During the course of the stucly it became apparent that obtaining technical information and quotations
from vendors could be better accomplished by identifying certain key vendors for various processes and
working more closely with them. The selection of these Vendors was based on a number of factors

including previous contacts, process capabilities, and responsiveness to our inquiries. These vendors are
listed below.

K.__eyVendor
. Roll and weld B&W Nuclear Equipment Dtvtsion

Extrusion Cameron Forge Co.
Roll extrusion Kaiser Rollmet

Forgings Ladtsh Co.
Deep drawing NI Industries
Centrifugal casting Wisconsin Centrifugal, Inc.
Welded ptpe Youngstown Welding

This choice of key vendors was made only for the purposes of this report and is not intended to prejudice
any subsequent procurements, which are generally subject to free competitive bidding.

4.3.6. Vendor Quotations

To obtain data for use in estimating the cost of various processing options, budgetary quotations were
requested from selected vendors. The response varied from highly interested to nonresponsive. This is
not surprising in that the potential market for the vendors was too far ahead to motivate much effort,
if any, in their responses. In order to obtain a more definite response to meet the near-term needs of
Phases 2 (subscale mock-ups) and 3 (prototypes), an inquiry was submitted to 11 potential and interested
vendors that could provide complete containers. The inquiry contained Specification ARC-TP-760,
Drawing No. 116752-D-0 (Figure 4-1), and other associated specifications. The following points were
brought out as a result of these inquiries:

• More specifics and clarifications are required in the bid package to make accurate
comparisons betwc_n vendors.

• The final heat-treatment requirements need ftlrther specification.
• There is a reluctance on the part of the vendors to provide special cleaning of the fabricated

containers.

• Only a few vendors may be interested, or capable of, supplying complete containers because
of certifications that may be required; vendors are more interested in providing components
for assembly.

'l'he vendors listed in Table 4-7 supplied quotations for mock-ups, prototypes, or production units of
. variotls ccmq_¢_nents of the containers.

4.3.7. Rational_ation of Vendor Quotes

" Vendor quotes were sought to identify companies capable of supplying waste-container components and
to compare and rank alternate fabrication methods for cost. A reference container was designed (Figure
4-3) and used for quotes. Prior to the design of the reference container, an alternate configuration sketch
(Figure 4-4) was used to obtain quotes for an integral pintle and upper head forging. Two vendors quoted
modified versions of the alternate configuration sketch as shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6.
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Table 4.7_ List of vendors providing quotations

Alloys

AISI A1SI

304L 316L Alloy CDA 102 CDA613 CDA 715
y_.q_q.___ m_ CF3 C..Y3M 825.... CD&.122 (_DA 952 CDA 964

Alcoa Forging Pintle and head X X X X
Division forgings

B&W Nuclear Rolled and welde,t X X X

Equipment Div. container mock-up,
prototype, and
production units "

Cameron Forge Forged open-end X X X
Co. closed-end proto-

type and production
cylinders

E. A. Jorgensen Forgea rnock'up X X
Co. heads

Kaiser RoUmet Roll extruded oven- X X X

and closed-end pro-
duction cylinders

Ladish Co. Forged mock-up X X X
heads

NI Industries Deep drawn seam- X X X X X X
less and welded
head container

mock-up and pro-
totype units

Sandusky Centrifugally cast X X X X
Foundry mock-up open.end
Machine cylinders

Shenango Co, Centrifugally cast X X X
mock-up open-end
cylinders

Sptncraft Spun mock-up heads X X X X X X

Trent Tube Welded pipe X X X X

Tube Sales Welded pipe X X X X X
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Table 4-7. List of vendors providing quotations (cont'd)

...... ± ,, Alloys..
AISI AISI

304L 316L Alloy CDA 102 CDA613 CDA715
_dor .Com.__nent CI_ . CF3M 8Z_ CDA 122 CDA 952 CDA 964

q

Wisconsin Centrifugally cast X X X X
. .. Centrifugal, welded head, con-

Inc, tatner rnock-up,
prototype, and
production units

Wyman Gordon Ptntle and head X X X X
forgtngs

Zak, Inc, Rolled and welded X

container mock-up,
prototype, and
production units
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i

Figure 4-4. Alternate configuration _ketch used for integral pintle and head forging quotes
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A bicl pt_ckngo w_s _mt`itout for tim r_fc_rm`i_,:c:col`itnirml'closigrl, l,'our vcmclors quotocl for tlm wlioto
cot`itainor (pir_tl_ ancl upper hoad, and bocly and lower i'ml_d), One vondm' ((h_mm'on Iron) qtmtc_d tl_e
wholu container to ii previous dostgn In sc,pnrllie qilc_tc_,,.LNot ali mnterlnl nnd processcomblnnilcms
wm'c_quoted, The flvc,_vt;ndc.'_ qliotlnl,, the whcde c,or_Lalnc,r, II`iu fnLu'h:allcmproce..sc,s, iii'ld tllluys l_i'c._
given bdow,

- lvh'icl'linedheads, roltud til`iclweldc!d body, arid woldc!dplrlih; ciild lower heilcl,
- AISI 3041.,,AISI 3'161_,,Alloy 825,

#

l",_'olt

I;'cn'gt:dlillpc,r head aud plnth,, iii'icl(,×lrlldt,d clclst,d-t,lulb_ldy,
- lT,×trudedilclllows nnd preform._,
- AISI 3041,,AISI 316L,,Alloy 825, ai`icl C[)A 7"i5(Carrlt, rol`i wils n¢ll riskl:cl to qli(1le AI,SI3(i41,,

but Ctiil mipF_lylt),

- Deep draw as two equtil lengtll halves,Clit hl!till from one lind wt'ld remtltlllrig cyltnder lo
other half, Weld pinllc, Loi_ead,

- Deep-draw body flill-kmgth, de.ep-draw sh_lllow head, imd weld ptnile,
•, AISI 3(14I.,AISI 316L.,,Alloy 82_,C'DA 122,CDA 613, and CI.)A 715,

- Centrlfugi'llly cast headsanti body, plntie welded icl ilpp(;r headand body wdded to lower
head,

- C.Fq3,CI"3M, CDA q52,and (7I;)A964,

- Machined heads, rolled and welded body, plntle weh;led to upper head, and lower helid
welded to biddy

- CDA 122

Various tipper l_ead geometries were qlloted .....Figure 4-3 for cerltrtfugtll casting lind rnachlnir_gwiti_
welded ptntle, arid F:lgtlres 4,.4 through ,1-6for forged heads with irli¢;gral plnile, The lower hel_d.<t
were only quoted rl'ulchil`iedfrom plate or eentrifllgally cast,

l,'or welding of the lower unit (body welded tel lower hoacl) ihre¢:quotes were received cove:ringvarious
materials ai`letpi'ocesses,'l'l'lesetesi esllirltitcs varied by arl order of mngrllil.ide,

l_reforrn bodtc;s for roll o×truslorl were qlioted to a dlffel'ent OD for cc.ultrtftll._aleilstlng Lind were not
quoted for roll and weld,

To estimate prcqected container costs, assurrlpthms were milde to fill iri the cost gaps for the lower head,
welding the body to the lower hc.,ad,arid body preforms, Because of the uncertatrltles in design iu'ld
specifications and dlsFmtnbiltty of the assllrrmd costs, LI,NI., l'eql.leStc:dthai tt_e cost estimates not be
trlcluded tn this report, "I'oprovide ii feel for the costs of various materials and processes, relattw: costs
hrlve been rlormaltz¢:d to a welded lower unit (roll-arld.,weld body welded to ii forged he._ld) of
AISI 304L, This cornponent Is assigned a relative cost of one,
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In Lhc.,fc_llc_wlnge_cl_tlon_,the _ompormnt_eomu'.vl_and vendor rf.v_pm.t_e__m discussednsfollowsl

. Plrlth.:_'lndUpl._url-lend
•. l'lntle woMed to t'mad

- lntogr,l pintl_ ni.td l'mnd
• 13ody,nd Lower I-lund

-, Integrnl
- Body wdded to he,hd
- Body welded Lohead nnd cold Wol'kod

q

4,3,7,1, l"lntle nnd Upper Head

The plntle nncl ttpper head may be fabricated as it trmchlrmcl plntle welded to tl head, or ata integral
• plntle und head (no weld), The geometric cortflgurntltm nnd vendor responsus for encl'l fabrication

metl'tod {tresummnrtzc;d In the followtrlg secticms,

1_.11_1.__]2_1._[ .....Quotes were reqttestc;d for the. georrletry sl'town in Figure 4..3, Quotes were
l'ecolved for heads macl'tlrmd from wrottgl'lt mntoritfl (Babcock & Wilcox) and for centx'lfugnlly etlst
hencls (Wisconsin Centrifugal),

l,'or the welded plntle c.,or_strucltlort,the trade-off between c_formed head (forged, spurt, uv deep clrawn)
nnd n machined hencl will depend ot'l LI.taheight of the head, A shallower l'tend favors rnnchlrltng, and
n hlgl.ter or deeper he,aci filvors formlrlg, For forging, itri Integral pintle is preferred, eliminating the
plnlle welcl for nn Incv'ex'nerllnlIncrease trrtooling rind x'nachtrttng costs,

-t ¢ ,

_ILtll l'lntle_ill_ld_H_il(;l.-l_,¢)xgtt_gvertclors were requestc_d to Clttoteon nn integral plntle nad head in
cltmntltles of 8 clnd 12 units for the fllternnte ccmftguratiorl sketch sl.towrt irt Figure 4-4, Five vendors
(Alcott l:orglng l)lvl,,llcm,Cameror_ l'orge, lorgensen, lmdlsh, and Wyman Govcion) provided quotes, The
vendors consider these quote_ ns budgetary, approxtrnate, anti "ball park," subject to revision based on
flnlshecl print nnd specifications, t,ndlsh quoted fur Lhc:sketches given irt F:tgure 4-5, while the Alcoa
Forging Dlvlston rnnde the drawings shown In Figure 4-6, ni'td quoted for thc:m, The nlternatm
conflguratlcm sketc.l't(l'tgure 4-4), anct ii'toquotes, preceded tlm reference container clc.,stgn(Figure 4-3),

The cteslgns for the austenitic materials (30,11.,SS, 3'L6I..,SS, nnct Alloy 825) are based on nearly identical
ccmflgtlrnttcms ....same plntle cllmenslons, height, and shell-wall thickness, Jorgensen did not quote a
sepnx'ate tc_c_llngcharge; presurnnbly, the tacklingcharge is lnchtdecl tn the unit price,

To estlvn_ltecosts for prodttctlon qtmntltles, ccmslder the four vendors who did show tooltrlg charges nnd

I, Nw, lect the tooling chart,c: (spr'el'tdover 150C)units the charge is less than $50 per unit),
2, Avertlge the qttotes for 8 units (8 IsLhconly qtmntity quotecl by ali vendors), nad
3, Take 70% of the nver_ge nncl round to the nearest httndrecl,

'l'he 70% factor is based on the talcllsl'_quote for 8 and "lOC)unitsfor the 3 austenitic materials, CDA 122
nnd CDA 6'13 were not quoted, CI)A 715 was ClUOtedfor sever_tl ¢!cmftgurations, The four vendors, the

" sketches they quotc:cl fn'c>m,and the salient cilfferences are given next,
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C DA 71_--rU!:_ROr H ead and_H and lingP lnfl_

Comm

Alcoa F_orglng 4..6 1,25-In, wall x 'I0-in, high with 4,,in, dlam plntie,
Division

Cameron Iron 4-4 Assumed 2-1n, wall x "[0,,in,high with
4-lh, dlam pintle,

Ladish 4-5 4-lh, wall x 24-1n, high with 8-ta, dlam plntle, •

Wyman Gordon 4-4 Assumed 2-in, wall x 10-in, high with •
4-In, dtam ptntle,

'f'he original inquiry gave a wall range of 2-4 in, for the copper alluys to allow for additional
machining when detailed drawings became aw_llable, Only CDA 122 would require a wall that
heavy, The Alcoa Forging configuration (Ftgure,4,_6)ts representative of the currer_t conflgurallon, 'l he
Alcoa responsefor 8 to 11units ts used as the averagevalue, The 70% factor is applied Loestimate cost
for production quantities,

As noted previously, the purpose of the vendor quotes way to identify vendors and rank fabrication
processes for cost, Subsequent to the request based cmthe alternate ccmftguratton sketch tn Figure 4-4,
the reference container design shown in Figure 4-3 was prepared, The thicker top plat(: (2-ta, thick at
the center) may Increase the cost, while the shallower overall huight (6 in, versus 10 in,) should reduce
the cost, The design Is subj6et to further char_ge, The representative values are thought tc'Jbe
reasonable.

Wisconsin Centrifugal suggested a centrifugally cast head with an integral pintle, but did not quote a
price for it, No quotes were obtained for a machined integral ptntle and head, The forging quotes may
contain various arn(rants of mad'fining based on the nature of the forged shape,

The estimates for production costs derived from the vendor quotes have been normalized relative to the
cost of a AISI 304 rolled,.and-welded body, welded to a forged head, "Fable 4-8 presents these
normalized estimates,

Table 4-8, Relative co,atof upper head_

Mat,;a:[a_!s........
AISI AISI
304L 316L Alloy CDA613 CDA 715 "

C!_M ..... 3_?_..___CD& '122 CDA 952 CDA 9('_

!'tntle Welded to Head

Centrifugally Cast 0,3 0,3 0,1 0,4
Machined 0,9 0,9 1,3 0,3

Integral Plntle and Head
Forged 0,3 0,4 0,6 02



i

The pir_tle-welded-to-heact cor_struction is estimated to h4we costs greater than or eqtml tc)the forged
integral pintle and head, At equal COSt, the integral corlstructton (no pintle weld) would seem
advantageous, For forgings, the higher nickel Alloy 825 and CDA 715 are about double the cost of
AIBI 304L,

4,3,7,2, Body and Lower Head

The body is a cylinder 26-in, OD x 0,375-in, wall × 180-in, long for all alloys except CDA 122, which
Ims a w_fll thickness of 1,00 in, The reference container design has a flat bottom lower head of

,, thickness two times the body thickness (Figure 4-3, B),

The body and lower head may be made integrally (one piece) by extruding a closed-end hollow or by
, deep dr'awing,

The body and lower head may be fabricated separately and joined by welding, A further variation
involves cold working the body after welding, (See the following discussion, "Body Welded to Head
and Cold Worked,")

'l'he vendor response for each of tile fabrication methods (integral, body welded to hertd, body welded
to head and cold worked) is discussed in the following sections,

lh!.tegr.____._d Lower H_1.¢1.

The following three integral processes are quoted:

• Extruded closed-end cylinder,
• Extruded closed-end and cold-worked cylinder.
• l)eep drawn cloud-end cylinder,

[;or the extruded closed-end cylinder, the container wall thickness is 0,600 in, The minimum wall
thickness after extrusion is approximately 0,800 in, The unit is bored and turned to 0,600-in,-wall
thickness. Machining to lighter wall thickness Increases tl_e cost, The most econornic size for this
process would be the 0,800-1n,-wall tl'dckness with minimum mftchintng based on container
requirements, 'l'he minimum amount of machining is unknown, In process ranking for cost, the response
for 1500 units, neglecting tooling charges, Is used, For 1500 units, the tooling cost is less than $50 per
unit, A quote was not requested for AISI 304L, The quote for AISI 316L will be used for AISI 304L for
process ew_luation,

The extruded and cold work process involves Carnercm Iron for extmsiort of a heavy wall preform and
I<aJserRollmel f(_rroll extrtlslon, 'l'ht.,_sh(mid rnlr_lmlze macl_tnlng off extrusion and permit finishing to
the aim wall thlckne,_s of 0,375 in, The estimated total cost is the m_meor less than the cost of extrusion

. alone, "l'he recluctton in rnachlnlng (depth of cut and length of cut) helps to offset the cost of roll
extrushm, The final length calculatlor_ assumes that 55 in, of the preform is cold worked, Again, for
process ewfluatlon the tooling cost is neglected ($100 per unit for 1500 units) and the 'lS00-unit estimates
are used, The AISI 316L estimate ts used for AISI 304L,

'1'he deep draw quote from NI lndt.>trtes is for 5 units and assumes starting material for 3 containers to
make 1, r'roductlon costs "would depend on the equtprnent available at that ttme," The extra matertal
cost is about $28K for CDA 122, F,'orother alloys, the extra start material ts about $8K, The tooling
charge @read over 1500 units is less than $700 per unit, In the estimate for production, the excess
material ts subtracted from the estimate, and 70'/,, of the balance is taken as the estimate for process
evaluation, 'l'l'_euncertainty of the 70% factor ts greater here than for the heads, The ratio of costs for
15(X)units, versus 2 units fur the other integral processes, ranges from 47-.70%,
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Relative Costs for the integral lower unit are given in Table 4-9. For AISI 304L or AISI 316L, the
integral body and head is more than 3 times as costly as the r011-and-weld body welded to forged head
in AISI 304L. For Alloy 825 and CDA 122, the extruded closed-_.nd is about 6 times asexpensive as the
AISI 304L reference, and the extrusion/roll extrusion is about 5 times as costly. Because of the
manipulation of the deep drawn estimates, the relative costs are less certain.

_Body Welded tO Head

Costs are for the body, the lower head, and the welding.

Bo___Q_:The production estimate for the roll-and-weld body used the lowest quote rounded up to the next
hundred dollars (except CDA 122 was rounded to the nearest hundred). The tooling cost for Zak,
$2.48M, is the cost to set up a production line for machining and welding the body, heads, and pintle.

8

The extrusion quote was for 26-in. OD x 0.400-in. wall x 183-in. long (a little heavier wall and longer
length). As noted in the discussion of the closed-end extrusion, a heavier wall thickness might be more
economical. The 1500-unit quote, neglecting tooling charges, is used for the relative cost. The AISI 316L
estimate is used for AISI 304L.

Table 4-9. Relative costs for integral body and head

(Cost relative to AISI 304L roll-and-weld body wehled to forged head)

Mate_als
AISI AISI

304L 316L Alloy CDA715
Ov3 Cb-3M 825 CDA 122 CDA 952 CDA 964

Vendor

Extruded Closed-End

Cameron Iron (a) 3.2 6.1 5.8

(26,4-in, OD x 0,600-in. wall x 189-in. long)
F,,xtruded Closed-End and Cold Worked

Cameron Iron Extruded: 27.6-in. OD x 1.200-in. wall x 63-in. long
Kaiser Rollmet Roll Extruded: 26.0-in, OD x 0.375-in. wall x 189-in. long

Extrusion (a) 1.8 3.6 3.4

Roll Extrusion (a) 1..._44 1 .__33 0..__99

Total (a) (may differ 3.2 4.9 4.4
from sum due to rounding)

Deep Drawn Closed-End

NI Industries 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.9 3.5 3.7

(Original quote for 5 units and assumes starting material for 3
containers to make 1. Extra material cost removed. A factor of 70%

used to estimate production costs.)

(a)For evaluation assumed same as AISI 316L.
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The Centrifugal casting quotes are for the reference design body. Tl_e minimum quotes for 1500 units,
neglecting tooling charges, are used for 'tl'_eproduction estimate.

Deep drawing can be used to fabricate a container with a single girth weld. The container is deep
drawn as two ha!fqength, one-end-closed Cylinders, If the closure weld could be made at mid-length,

the pintle would be welded to the upper shell. For a closure weld at one end, the closed end is cut from
one piece for the upper head. The remaining cylinder is welded to the open end of the other piece.

The NI Industries' quote was for 5 containers. For material they assumed 3 start blanks for 1 finish
,, draw. The tooling cost is 25% less than for deep drawing the lower unit to full length. To estimate

production costs, the extra material cost is deducted and a factor of 70% is used. This covers the cost of
the lower unit except for welding, and the upper head except for welding the pintle.

" Quotes for rnachined heads and centrifugally cast heads for 1500 units are used for the production
estimate. No quotes were received for a forged lower head. The quotes for spun heads are for a
thickness lower than desired. The heavier reference design thickness makes the piece more difficult to
spin.

A forged lower head should be less expensive than the forged upper head--slightly less weight and
simpler to machine. For the lower head, reducing the production estimate for the upper head by $500
seems reasonable.

Welding and finishing the lower head and body includes rnachining the weld prep, fit-up, welding, x-
ray and dye check, annealing, and machining to length. Separate quotes were sought for this work
scope. No responses were received.

In responding to the bid package, B&W, Wisconsin Centrifugal, and Zak separated the cost of welding
the body and lower head. The B&W quote allowed $2K for heat treatment and x-ray. The assumed
processing was not automated. The Wisconsin Centrifugal quote did not include post-weld heat
treatment. The Zak quote is between the other quotes. Furthermore, the CDA 122 isthicker (1.00 in.)
and harder to weld. The relative production costs for welding and finishing the other materials are

reduced slightly from the Zak quote (0.31 versus 0.32).

Estimated relative production costs are given in Table 4-10 for the components: body, lower head, and
welding and finishing. By summing the appropriate part and fabrication process combinations, the
estimated costs are obtained. These estimates are used in the process evaluation.

Body Welded to Head and Cold Worked

Cold work is performed to deform the weld and obtain a more uniform microstructure in order to improve
the container performance for nonuniform corrosion. The part is annealed after the cold working

, operation. Both long seam and girth welds are to be cold worked via the Kaiser Rollmet external roll
extrusion process. Feasibility of roll extruding the girth weld has not been demonstrated.

From a cost perspective, the body preform is hoped to be less expensive than the finished body welded
" to head to offset the roll extrusion costs. The shorter, heavier wall body preform should be easier to

machine (shorter length) and have a higher yield (smaller chip weight as percentage of the total).
The relative costs are summarized in 'Fable 4-11.

Quotes for open-ended body preforms were not solicited for roll and weld and extrusion. A closed-end-
extrusion preform was quoted. Sizes varied for the centrifugally cast quotes. An estimate was made
using the quote for 24-in. OD x 1.200-in. average wall bodies, ratioing the cost on a volume basis.
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Table 4-10. Estimated production costs--body welded to head
(Relative to roll and weld AISI 304 lower unit with forged head)

.Materials ......
AISI AisI

304L 316L Alloy CDA 715
,CF3 C_.M 82_5 CDA !22 CDA952 CDA 9(.,4

Body
Roll and Weld 0,43 0,49 1.11 2.26 -- 1.13

Extruded 2,42 2,42 24,56 -- m 4.39 "

Deep Drawn 2,78 2,78 2,89 4.12 2.89 3.09
Centrifugally Cast 0,58 0.61 -- -- 0,41 1.24

,b

Lower Head

Forged 0.26 0,30 0,57 .-- -- 0.65
Machined 0.49 0,44 0.88 0.21 --.

Centrifugally Cast 0,11 0.11 -- -- 0,06 0.16

Welding and Finishing 0,31 0,31 0,31 0.32 0.31 0.31

Body Weldedto Head
Head

Roll and Forged 1.00 1,10 1.99 -- N 2.09
Weld Machined 1.24 1.30 2.30 2.78 --

Extruded Forged 2.99 3,03 5.43 -- --. 5.04
Machined 3.23 3.23 5,74 -- --

Deep Drawn Deep Drawn 3.09 3,09 3.20 4.44 3,20 3,40

Cent. Cast Forged 1,14 1.22 -- -- -- 2.20
Cent. Cast 1,00 1.03 -- -- 0.78 1.71
Machined 1,38 1.41 .....
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Table 4-11. Relative costs of body welded to head and cold worked (production quantities)
(Relative to roll and welded AISI 304 lower unit with forged head)

.... Materials
AISI A1SI "

' 304L 316L Alloy CDA 715
CF3 Cb-BM 825 CDA 122 .CDA 952 .... .CDA 964

,, Body Preform 1.20 Wall
Open Ended Cylinder

Roll and Weld (a) 0.43 0.49 1.11 2.26 1,13
E×tmsion

Deep Drawn
Centrifugally Cast 0.48 0,52 0.42 0.98

Lower Elead (b)

Forged 0.31 0.35 0.62 0,70
Machined 0,55 0,55 0,93 0,26
Cent. Cast 0,16 0,16 0.11 0,22

Weld and inspect 0.31 0.31 0,31 0,32 0,31 0,31

Roll Extrusion 1,41 (c) 1,41 1,29 0.93 (d) 0.93
(one end closed)

Body Welded to Head
and Cold Worked

Bodz Head
Roll and Forged 2.46 2,57 3.43 3.07
Weld Machined 2,70 2,76 3,74

Extruded Forged
Machined

Deep Drawn Deep Drawn

Cent, Cast Forged 2,51 2,60 2.92
Cent. Cast 2,37 2.41 1,77 2,43
Machined 2.70 2,74

(a)Assumed same as finished body,
(b)lncreased Over lower head estimate for extra material.

lt

(C)Assm,_e roll extrusion cost for AISI 304L same as AISI 316L,

(d)Assume roll extrusion cost for CDA 613/952 same as CDA 715/964.
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The conversion costs for roll extruding either an open or one-end-closed cylinder were obtained from
Kaiser Rollmet. For the one-end-closed cylinder, the conversion cost in the tooling costs is htgher. The
gtrth weld should be 8 to 10 in. from the bottom to allow forming across the weld. lt is assumed that the
conversion cost for AISI 304L/CF3 is the same as for AISI 316L/CF3M, and that the conversion cost for
CDA 613 is the same as for CDA 7'15.

Quotes for roll-extruded open-ended cylinders, including the cost of the preform and roll extrusion, were
obtained. In a comparison of the body quotes, the roll-extruded body is more expensive than the roll-
and-weld or centrifugally cast bodies, and less expensive than the extruded bodies.

In Table 4-11, the relative costs for a one-end-closed, roll..extruded body are determined as the sum of "

the following cornponents and operations:

• Body preform.
• Head preform.
• Weld head and inspect.
,, Rollextruston (one end closed).

Only the centrifugally cast body preform has been estimated. The roll and weld cylinder estimates for
the finished body are used for the preform body for process ranking. The shorter, thicker preform body
may have a slightly lower cost. The preform lower head was not quoted. The head skirt must be
thicker to weld to the heavier preform. For the preform lower head estimate, $500 was added to the
lower head quotes. For' welding and finishing the roll extrusion preform, the costs for welding the
finished container were usedl The estimate for a welded and roll extruded centrifugally cast preform is

below the estimates for the integral lower unit and above the estimates for a roll and weld or
centrifugally cast body and welded head.

Summary

Relative Material C..osts: Based on quotes for the cylindrical body (26-ini OD x 0.375-tn. average wall
x 180-in. long) for roll and weld pipe and centrifugally cast hollows, the material costs relative to
AISI 304L/CF3 are shown below.

Material
AISI AISI

304L 316L Alloy CDA 613 CDA 715
CF3 CF3M 825 CDA 122 CDA 952 CDA 964

Welded 1.00 1.15 2.75 _ _ 2.66

Centrifugally Cast 1.00 1.06 ..... 0.98 2.91

f

Relative fabrication costs are summarized next The roll-and-weld body and forged lower head in
AISI 304L is the reference or base,line cost.

If
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Relative Fabrication Costs (AISI 304L/CF3)

Ptntle and Upper Head
Ptntle Welded to Machined Head 0,9

Integral Pintle and Head Forgtng 0.3

Body and Lower Head
Integral 3
Welded

Seamless Wrought Body 3
Roll and Weld Body 1
Centrifugally Cast Body 1

Welded and Cold Worked

Seamless Wrought Body No Data
Roll and Weld Body 2.5
Centrifugally Cast Body 2.5

The relative material cost ratios should not be applted to the fabrication cost ratios because processing
costs may not be proportional to material costs, and tlle costs may be overestimated.

4.4. Copper Development Association Activities

B&W engaged the services of the Copper Development Association (CDA) as a consultant on the
Fabrication Project because three copper-base materials are under consideration, CDA's expertise in
copper complements B&W's expertise in stainless steels and nickel alloys. CDA has been Involved
with the LLNL program since 1984. They have provided various data, Information, and draft papers
directly to LLNL. In particular, Kundtg (1986) revtewed fabrication alternatives for copper containers
by surveying manufacturing options and representative U.S. facilities.

On May 15, 1987, Mr. W. Stuart Lyman, Vice President of CDA, and Dr. Kom'ad Kundtg, consultant to
tile CDA, visited B&W to discuss the project. Results of the meeting are described in Domain (1987).

Provided below are the CDA tasks and their resultant activities:

Task 1: Provide specific list of vendors and discussion of capabilities.
Result: The CDA prepared a document that was used for the B&W vendor surveys described in

Section 4,3,

Task 2: Review B&W's evaluation criteria and provide documentation on the effects of fabrication on

the three copper materials.
Result: CDA responded with two documents. One document was a draft report covering the effect of

,,, fabrication on tile corrosion performance of the three copper materials. The other document
contained CDA's rating of the copper materials with regard to failure mechanisms for
welded components.

*' Task 3: Provide access to CDA's data base and previous copper reports.
Result: CDA provided B&W with a copy of a previous report on fabrication that was prepared for

I,LNL (Kundig, '1986). They also provided handbooks on standards for cast and wrought
products.

CDA provided access to the CDA data base of copper literature that resides at Battelle.

They demonstrated usage procedures to a B&W librarian for access by modem, Specific
references are provided in Section 4.2.
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Task 4: Provide miscellaneous consultation services to B&W.

Result: CDA handled miscellaneous telephone calls addressing questions on copper alloys, vendors,
etc,

Task 5: Provide a list of vendors for welding cast copper,
Result: CDA prepared a docurnent,

Task 6: Review draft of B&W final report for Phase 1,
Result: CDA revtewed the report with particular attention to any reference to copper-base

materials. $,

CDA expressed the following opinions about the copper materials on LLNL's list'.

1, CDA 102--CDA prefers touse CDA 122 (which is phosphorus deoxidized, high residual _'
copper) because it has better weldability, T!_is information was relayed to LLNL,

2, CDA 613--B&W pointed out that there ts no ASME BPVC matertal specification for
CDA 613, whereas CDA 614 is covered by ASME BPVC Specifications SB 150, SB 169,
and SB 171 in Section II, ;'Materials Specifications," Part B_Nonferrous Material
(1986 Edition), The compositions of the two alloys are very similar as shown in
Table 4-12,

Table 4-12. Chemical composition of CDA 613 and CDA 614

Cu Ni +

(inel, Pb Zn Mn S i C¢) P

A.._. Max Fc Sn Max Al Mox M0x.. Max Max

CDA 613 Bal 0,01 2.0- 0,25- 0.10 6.0-- 0,20 0,10 0,15 0.015
3,0 0,50 7,5

CDA 614 Bal 0,01 1,5- _ 0,20 6,0- 0,10 _ _ 0,015
3,5 8,0

CDA reported that the tin (Sn) added to CDA 613 is beneficial in increasing SCC resistance, and for
that reason it is preferable to CDA 6"14, The other properties of CDA 613 are comparable to CDA 614, so
if CDA 613 is selected, a code case should be prepared. Until then, B&W should use the properties of
CDA 614 to represent CDA 613,. when the properties of CDA 613 are unavailable,

4.5. Foreign Technology. Review .,_

Recognizing that various European concerns have active programs in waste package fabrication and

closure, B&W visited with engineers from the United Kingdom, Sweden, and France, Tours of operating
facilities and reviews of research work were conducted at several European sites, Although the '_
European waste management programs differ in scope and approach from that of the U,S,, valuable
information was gained about their rationale and methodology for container fabrication and closure,
Details were presented to LLNL via a trip report in the June 1987 monthly report from B&W, The
summary of that report is reproduced below,
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SPENTFUELCONTAINERTRII'I_EI'ORT
JUNEI987

SUMMARY

As part of B&W's work on the waste package fabrication and closure development
contract for Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL), a team of engineers was
organized to meet wtth English, Swedish, and French nuclear waste specialists to
learn what their respective states-of-the-art are, The English Central Electricity
Gelmrattng Board (CEGB) was contacted on June i12,The meeting with the Swedish
specialist (an SKB engineer) was held on Jtlxle 15 and 16 tn England to

,il simultaneously involve the Welding Institute, which is performing the
developmertt work for the SKB, The French firm SGN coordinated our June 17, 18,
and 19 meetings In France, which consisted of (1) a tour of Lal--Iague (the French

,.. state-of-the-art processing and vitrification plant) and meeting with their canister
welding engineers, (2) a meeting with SGN development and design engineers at
their Pari,,_office, and (3) a tour of Marcoule (their currently operating processing
and vitrification plant) and meeting with their canister fabrication and welding
specialists.

The CEGB information was helpful tn _erlns of welding equipment and process
development. The primary knowledge gained fv'ore the SKB meetings include

Information on their material selection process, development of a Hot Isostatic
Press (HIP) process for encapsulation, research Into different welding processes for
copper, destgn of their waste package and expected fuel performanc.e durtng
storage. The Information from SGN included a detatled review of their stainless
steel canister designs (two different glass canisters and one waste canister) theh'
canister welding technology (Including qualifications and operating parameters),

theh' general hot cell philosophy, their fuel handling procedures, and their shipping
cask operations,

__6_,_.Q_v____o.L_Iu atto n McJJ__o_d._oJog¥

As previously discussc, d, the YMP is in the preliminary stages of defintng performance requirements,
design, material selection, etc, Because of this, and because of the large number of interrelationships
between processing effects and the possible failure mechanisms in service, a simple weighing and
criteria approach did not seem practical to rank the candidate processes, Therefore, B&W devtsed a
rating system to attempt to account for thc'se Interrelationships, The resultant system ts somewhat

complicated and difficult to understand. This section will provide an overview of the system and
preview the final result. Detatls of the system with specific equations, etc., are provided tn Sectton
4,6,2,

Figure 4-7 shows an overview of the fabrication process evaluation criteria, B&W selected three major
criteria to rate various manufacturing routines:

• Performance--hew a container made by the process performs in service, The primary
concern for long-term storage ts localized corrosion,

'- • Fabric:ability--the consistency and reliability of the process in making a good product tn
terms of dimensions, sttrface finish, etc.

• .CcD_st--estimated unit costs assuming a production quantity of 1500 units per year.

As Ft_lre 4-7 shows, the performance criteria consist of 15 different microstrttctural features of a product
with the importance of each feature determined by how it might impact a potential failure or

degradation mode in service. These 14 failure modes were taken ft'ore the LLNL Metal Barrier Draft
Plan (McCright, 1987). To assess the importance of the failure mode, each was rated for its likelihood
and then the severity level if failure or degradation occurs. The details are described in Section 4,6.2.
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Another important part of the perfornlance crLterla ls micrc_structure produced by a t.')rocess, Fcmr types
' were taken Into account: ('1) welded, (2) welded and annealed, (3) welded, cold worked, and annealed,

and (4) base metal, Each manufacturing F'_rocesst.was rated for microstrtu;_tural type _:ndamount of each
mterostructural type, The rating process, then, places a large lmF)ortance on the arnount of weld metal
because this area is considered most suspect in localized corrc)ston mechanisms, Therefore, from a
performa1_ce standpoint, a rolled and welded container receives a lower mark than a seamless integral
container with no welds,

The final output of the evaluation system, after suitable normalizations of data, is a rating grade from
C)to 100 (100 = best) for eac.h primary criterlcm, material type, and process, t:;or examph:, a rolled and 0,
welded lower unit of AIS1304L, was graded 38 for performance, 80 for fabrlcabtlity, and 87 for cost, An
Integral extrusion was rated 94, 79, and 60, respectively, Thus, the roll and weld had a rdatlw, ly poor
performance ratLng but a.very good cost rating, Although B&W believes that performance Is the most ._
important criterion, we are not sure how mtlch more imF)(}rtant tt is than fabrtcabiltty or cost,
Therefore, tt was difficult Loassign weights to each primary criteri(m, B&W was fully aware that the
rolled and welded wocess may be more than adequate for Lhc al')plieatton, and that the poorerF . ,,_

performance rating may be offset by the better cost rating, '['o attempt to allow for this, B&W chose to
use a vector sum normalized to "1()0as a preliminary method of c(_mblnAngthe 3 prllnary criteria, A
vector sum ts the square root of the sum of the squares of each rattng, In other words, a vector sum is
really a 3-dimensional plot of each of the 3 criteria as Llll.tstrated in Figure 4-7,

Thts is one method of weightLng the 3 criteria, As the program progresses, Lt,NI., may revise or refine
this method, or perhaps adopt a go-no go rationale for certain criteria, wherein one would choose the
lowest cost option of those that met some mtnimuna acceptance standarcls,

4,6,1.. Descrtpthm of C.andldate Processes

From the activities described above, l'ilany ccmtalner fabrication processes arm combh_ations of t ro(.csscs
were tdenttftecl, In Section 3,3, the container was dtvlcleci into four components', (1) handling ptntle, (2)
upper head, (3)body, and (4) lower head, The first two components are called the "upper unit" and the

lc)wc.zunit," as shown in Figure 3-2, The schematic in Figure 3-3 Shows somelast two components the " _'
general approaches for fabricating the lower and upper units as integral one-piece components or as
multiple-piece welded assernb'ltes.

F,'orcomplete information, many process options are listed in Figure 3-3, However, with the use of
engineering judgement and practical cxFezicnLc, many processes can be discarded because of tn,mfftclent
commercial experience, poor quality, or reliability pr()blems, The followh_g proces_,,s are excluded from
further consideration for the reasons given below,

q.S_c_ndCasttne: General CXl.Cljence at B&W and In industry is that sand castings require extensive weld
repatrs, are difficult to obtain in high quality, and wotlld 1.')osea serious quality-control problem, By
comparison, centrifugal castings are of higher quality and are viable for container components, ,.

Brazing', Joining secttcms by brazing produces large compositional variations due to the dissimilar metal
required for brazing, These wwtatlons could lead to galvanic corrosion, ..

__!.Le.s__._c_.g: Degradation of adhesives by radiation from the container contents and the long-
term storage at elewltecl temperature are judge.d to be unacceptable,

F_-IIPEncops__: This c(mld present problems in the retriew_btllty of the container contents, HlPtng
is performed at 500°C, which is above the maximum 350('C stipulated for the cladding, Thts
temperature w(mld be expected to degrade or rupture the cladding during H1Ptng, Inspection methods
for the Hll"ed material have not been developed,
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Figure 4-9, Cameron [Ior_e blocktn[_ sequence



_Seamless Extruded Pipe Extrusion Sequence
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l,'igure 4-10. Cameron Forge extrusion sequence



sequence, Plates 1 and 2 of Figure 4-9 show upsetting the billet to remove scale, Plates 3 and 4 show the
potting operation (upsetting the billet in a closed die to size the diameter), and Plates 5, 6, and 7 show
piercing of the center hole or back extrusion. Plate 8 shows the end plug being sheared from the blocker

and Plate 9 shows stripping the die from the blocker. For piercing a closed-end billet, the piercing
operation (Plate 8) is stopped to leave the desired bottom or end thickness.

The next figure (Figure 4-10) shows the extrusion sequence. Plates 1, 2, and 3 show placing the blocker on
the pedestal, raising the mandrel through the blocker, and lowering the extrusion container and die
over the blocker. Extrusion is shown in Plates 4 and 5. The upper die is forced down over the pedestal
causing the tube to be extruded upward through the annular space between the mandrel and the die.
Not all of the blocker can be extruded. The discard is sheared from the tube by the trimming punch as

shown in Plates 6 and 7. The pipe is removed, the upper die lille d, and the trimming punch removed as
shown in Plate 8.

For extruding pipe with one end closed (blind end), the mandrel (Plate 2) is inserted in the closed-end
blocker. At the start of extrusion, the mandrel may be below the die. The extrusion orifice (minimum
annular space between mandrel and die) starts large, reduces until the mandrel enters the die, and then
remains constant, The closed end is extruded under these non..steady-state conditions. The blocker may

be preformed to assist the extrusion start-up.
,q

Deep Drawing

Deep drawing is used to make axisymmetric parts from sheet or plate material (ASM, 1969).
Typically, the starting material is a disk of diameter much greater than the thickness. The blank is
placed over a circular die hole (Figl_re 4-11). The holddown ring prevents the blank edges from dashing
upward. The punch pushes the blank through the die to form a cup. In the first draw or cupping
operation, a 40% reduction in diameter (40-_n.-diam blank to 26-in.-diam cup) from blank to cup is
typical. The wall thickness generally increases at the edge of the blank due to the radially inward

flow. With no wall reduction or ironing from the tooling, and minimal friction, the 40% reduction in
diameter (43% logarithmic strain) would cause the edge wall to increase about 21.5%. Also at the edge
of the blank, the radial distance between the edge and a circle scribed on the blank near the edge would
increase by 21.5% when measured on the cup. With tool friction (die and holddown ring), the wall
thickness increase would be less and the edge stretch or elongation more. For deep drawing the
container (depth of draw 7 diameters), many draw operations are required depending on the material
grade. A part with similar depth-:to-diameter ratio is depicted as "Example 265" in Figure 4-12 (ASM,
1969). The 8'in. OD x 0.150-in. wall x 62-in. long piece is one-third the container size. Six drawing
operations were required. The material was hot rolled carbon steel, which is easy to work and easy to
lubricate.

Figure 4-11. Deep drawing of cup (reprinted from ASM, 1969)
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I 4 d,'lm | ' 8

I i 4 diorn "_.....,'-

29 88 I 8
diam" "_;......

I -._,die m-,.- ' -We d

J,__ Fool' ,,co,\ __=:= /
Operolion 3 Operolion 4 Operolion 5 Ol:_e_ohon 6 Operohon 7

Redfown (he1) Redrewn (hot) Ironed (cold) He-iloned ((;old) Spun end welded

Presses
DraW .......1500-ten double-aotlon hydraullc Hot, operations .......Graphltlo t,ungsten tool
First redraw 500-t,on dol.lble-aetlonhydraulic e,t,eel(b)
Ot,llei"redrs,'ws...........500-t,oll slngle-action Cold ol)eratlon_ .................D2 tofflsteel

hydraulic Die hardne.qs ............. ........ Rockwell O O0
Lubrlcal_ts: Tool life, pieces per grind(o) .............. 1000

Draw ........................... Sulfonated oil Lot size, pieces ........................... 1000
Fourth alld fifth rodraws(a) ........ Dry soap Annual production, pieces ................ 1000

(a) Including ironing Ol)eratiol_s, which needed additiotlal lubrication, (b) 1.50% @, 0.40% Mn°
0.65% SI, 2,80% W, (c)Tools were recondlLloned after annual run.

Fig, 66. Cylinder (/or ch_ortne gas) that was produced/rein one blank (Example 265)

Figure 4-12. Deep drawing sequences for making gas cylinders (reprinted _om ASM, 1969)

Austenitic stainless relative to carbon steel will require about double the force, Slower ram speeds, and
more between-draw anneals.

Deep drawing requires relatively expensive tooling and is a high volume production technique. The

tool cost-per-piece depends on the production volume.

Ce.n.trifugal Casting
r

In the centrifugal casting process, liquid metal is poured into a rotating mold (vertical or horizontal).
Most parts are bodies of revolution, however, only axisymmetry is required for balance. The centrifugal

force (65 to 100 g_Medley and Quinn, 1987) holds the metal against the mold wall. Solidification is
from the mold wall inward as illustrated in Figure 4-13 from Medley and Quinn (1987).
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Figure 4-13. Centrifugal casting events (reprinted from Medley and Quinn,1987)

The lower density oxides and impurities are displaced toward the lD by the higher density liquid
metal. As the metal freezes at the mold wall, metal contraction occurs in sequence from cooling ltqutd,
solidification, and cooling soltd. The central core of liquid metal forced to the outside provides liquid
metal to compensate for the volume cllange and eliminate void forntation, The following summary of
advantages for centrifugal casting is from Medley and Quinn (1987).

• High degree of soundness and cleanliness.
• Dense homogeneous structure.
• Uniform strength at all points in all directions.
• Freedom from porosity.
• No directional or center weakness.

• Versatility of shape.

Centrifugal castings of the diameter and length required for tile nuclear-waste container are common,
The reference 0.375-tn. container wall is small relatiVe to typical centrifugal castings, and a double, or
slightly heavier, wall migllt be more economical (less machining). Shorter, heavier wall preforms for
subsequent working will not be a problem.

S_12inning

Spinning forms bodies of revolution from initially flat disks (Figure 4-14). The start blank (disk) is cut
from sheet (plate). The blank ts clamped to the form. Ttle spinning roller is positioned and the blank
rotated. The spinning roller follows the Figure 4-14 automatic spinning contour set by the tracer. The
figure shows several intermediate contours. In this free-spinning process, the blank thickness is not
reduced. Blank dimensions were estimated for tile container based on part volume (26-in. OD x 0.396-in,
wall x 180-in. long, bottom thickness equals blank thickness) as follows:

Blank Size (in.) Cup Size (in.).
Thickness D__iameter OI) _ Len_h

1.188 85 26 1.188 66
1.500 77 26 1.500 55
2.000 68 26 2,000 50
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For cups, the corner radius should be 1 to 1,5 times the blank thickness, The cup made by spinning can
then be elongated by roll extrusion (discussed elsewhere) or flow turning, In flow turning, the (:up wall
thickness tS reduced between a mandrel and external roll. In flow turning, the external roll does not
encircle the work piece, The roll center is outside of the work piece!

Advantages of spinntng include simple start material (sheet or plate) and simplified tooling relative
to press formtng. The relative tooling expense ts sensitive to the part volume--savings are more
significant at lower volumes, Typical spun parts are smaller and lighter than the nuclear waste
container preform cups.

External Roll Extrusion

The external roll extrusion process was developed by Rollmot (now,Kaiser-Rollmet), The process is
shown schematically irt Figure 4-15. The mandrel is placed inside the tube hollow, The external ring
rollers encircle the tube and mandrel. The tube wall ts reduced between the roller and mandrel. The

tube lD rematns nearly constant, Tile external ring roller centerltnes are offset and skewed wtth respect
to the tube axis, The offset causes one ring roller to work the tube on one Stde of the mandrel and the
other roller to work the opposite side. By skewing the axis relatiw, to the tube centerline, the external
ring roller contact points are on opp0stte stdes of the tube at the same axial position. This arrangement
balances the forces In the horizontal plane, The process is used for precise cylindrical components--
htgh diameter-to-wall ratios (over '15) and precise wall tolerances. The diameter-to-wall ratio for the
reference container is 65 to 1. The container geometry is well-suited for the roll extrusion process.
Diameter-to-wall ratios greater than 15 are difficult to make with good wall tolerances using primary
seamless manufacturing processes such as extrusion. Thus, roll extrusion with a primary seamless
process may be a good combination,

Roll extrusion of long seam.welded cylinders requires the highest level of weld Integrity to withstand
the required deformations, As such, the process is a test of weld Integrity.

Roll extrusion of a girth weld apparently has not been attempted. Again, a high level of weld
integrity would appear to be necessary, Working of the welds is desired to break up the weld
microstructure and reduce susceptibility to nonuniform corrosion,

4.6.2. Evaluation Crlterta and Methodology
i

Methodology

To atd in evaluating alternate fabrication methods for the YMP waste containers, three primary
criteria were identified:

• Performance--hew the proposed fabrication method impacts performance. The primary
concern for long-term waste containment ts nonuniform corrosion.

• Fabricabil!t;y--what the fabrication process requires of the starting material (formability,
weldability), whether the process meets dimensional requirements (tolerances, surface
finish), and whether the process is used commercially.

• _9..s_--estimated unit costs assuming a production quantity of 1500 units per year.

A process ranking is calculated numerically by considering the product and the process. With respect to
each primary criterion (performance, fabrication and cost), a list of product criteria, features, or
characteristics is made. A numerical value is assigned to the product criterion based on the relat!ve
importance of the feature--the more important the feature, the higher the numerical value.
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MATERIALS
The processstarts with a forged cup, ring blank, or
right cylinder (pipe, extrusion, etc,). External pres. ROLLMETshapesareavailableinmanymatorlal_.
sure rollers work the metal from the outside, with or MARAGING STEEL ALUMINUM
without an internal mandrel, as the blank inQreases TITANIUM ALLOY STEEL
in length, STAINLESS NICKELBASEALLOYS

COPPER REFRACTORYMETALS
Dimensional control and special contours can be BERYLI.IUM
obtained through tape programming, using one or

Additionalmetalsandalloyswillbeprovidedasdevelopme'nt
more passesas requiredto produce the final form, workprogresses.Materialsforcerlainshapescan beeither

coldorhotrolled.

FEATURES

Completelyseamless Verythin wallsavailable
Eliminateswelding Superiorsurfacefinish
Rolledweldmentshave =Varietyof startingblanks
enhancedproperties can beutilized
Accuratesizing Maximummaterial_onomy

Meets the requirementsin suchdemandingapplicationsel
seamless,collapsibleexpulsionstoragecontainers.

APPLICATION

ROLL,MET applies wherever the requirement is for ..... _----_
high performance, precision cylindrical structural
aomponents, especially where welding is undesirable

" for design or economic reasons, Material and tool-

ing costsare reduced, and subsequent machining is
minimized, Typical examples of current applications i

include components for missiles, chemical process I_ i _
" plants, seamless preform sections, gas turbines, air- ----vm L_.i_.L_._J

craft, ordnance, nuclear, commercial, marine and

electronic equipment, ---
L

Figure 4-15. Rolhnet'sexternalroll extrusion



Irt the current project/the product features are cast in a negative context (i,e,, they represent potential
problems), In rating the ability of each process to influence the product features, a processcriteria
value is assigned between 0 and 5, where 0 indicates that the process eliminates potential problems
associated with a particular product feature (e,g,, annealing eliminates residual stress as a
performance concern) and 5 denotes that the process exacerbates a problem,

A process index value is calculated as the sum of the products of the product criteria valhes and the
process criteria values, In equation form,

N
IV = Z PROD(I) x PROC(I) '_

I=1

where IV = Index value;

N = nurnber of product criteria;
PROD(I) = product criterion value, relative importance of the product feature;
PROC(I) = process criterion value, Influence of the process on the product "0" denotes that

the process eliminates problems associated with the product criterion.

After the index values are calculated for each process, they are normalized as follows:

NOrM
where NORM - normalized value,

IV = Index value,
IVMAX - maximum Index value (5 ttmes the surn of the product criteria values).

Thus, when IV = O,NORM = 100, and this is the perfect process.
When IV - IVMAX, NORM = 0, and this ts the worst possible process.

Index and normalized values are calculated for performance, fabrication, and cost. Over the course of
the project, various methods of weighing the criteria for deriving an overall ranking were considered.
Because the rankings of processes for performance and cost may be related--good performance ranktng
and poor cost ranking or vice versa_an arbitrary weighting system could be used to skew the results in
etther direction.

Thus, each criterion is evaluated separately and may be combined with emphasis placed on the three
primary crtterta as desired. Overall rankings for performance and fabrication and for ali three criteria
are given as vector sums (square root of sum of squares)for the normalized values of the criteria. The
combined ranktngs are normalized to 100 by dividing by the square root of 2 for summing two criteria and
by the square root of 3 for summing three criteria.

The ranking procedure for each of the primary crtterta_performance, fabrication, and cost_ts
discussed separately.

Processes

The processes being considered are described next and numbered,
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Upper Head (Processes UH-01 to UH-08)

The upper head (UH) includes both the head and the handling pintle, The fabrication processes are:

UH-01 Machined Forged
UH-02 Machined Spun
UH-03 Machined Deep drawn
UH-04 Machined Centrifugally cast

., UH-05 Machined Machined

UH-06 In tegral Forged
UH-07 Integral Centrifugally cast
UH-08 Integral Machined

li

Processes UH-04 and UH-07 use centrifugally cast components and would use the cast form of the alloys
being considered where available, The alloys without cast equivalents are considered to be
unavailable as centrifugal castings,

Processes UH-01 to UH-05, machined ptntle welded to the head, all require weldability and
tnspectabllity. The integral processes, UH-06 to UH-08, do not require welding during fabrication, The
closure weld is covered under a separate project.

(Processes LU-01 to LU-43)

The lower unit (LU) consists of the lower head and the cylindrical body section. Processes LU-01 to
LU-03 are an integral body and lower head, and have no welds, The remaining 40 processes all have a
gtrth weld joining the body and lower head,

Processes LU-04 to LU-23 represent 4 methods of body manufacture, and 5 methods of head manufacture
(20 combinations).

Processes LU-24 to LU.-43represent the same body and head manufacturing methods as LU-04 to LU-23,
followed by cold working of the body including the girth weld,

For all processes, the component is final annealed to el!mtnate residual stresses and sensitization, The
processes are enumerated below.

Illt._ral Bodvand Lower Head

LU-0"I Extruded Cloud-End Cylinder
LU-02 Extruded Closed-End Cylinder and Cold Worked Body

. LU-03 Deep Drawn Closed-End Cylinder

..WeldedLower Untt

" I?,¢x'ly ...... Lower H_ad Remarks

LU-04 BO1 Roll and Weld LH-01 Forged
LU-05 LH-02 Spun
LU-06 LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-07 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast NAl
LU-08 LH-05 Machined
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_Welded Lower Unit (cont'd)

Body ...... LowQr I-lead Kc-r.r_'k s

LU-09 Be2 Extruded LH-01 Forged
LU-10 LH-02 Spun
LU-I 1 LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-12 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast NAl
LU-13 LH-05 Machtned

LU-14 Be3 Deep Drawn Lt.i-01 Forged NA2
LU-15 LH-02 Spun NA2
LU-16 LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-17 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast NA'I,2 '
LU-18 LH-05 Machined N A2

LU-19 Be4 Centrifugally LH-0I Forged
[,U-20 Cast LFI-02 Spun
LU-21 LH-03 Dnep Drawn
LLI-22 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast
LU-23 LH-05 Machined

Welded Lower UnR--Cold Work Body and Gh'th Weld

__ tkx'ly !_we!' !-le,ad .....

LU-24 Be1 Roll and Weld-- LH.01 Forged
LU-25 Cold Work after LH-02 Spun
LU-26 Weldtng LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-27 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast NAl
LU-28 LH-05 Machined

LU-29 Be2 Extruded-- LH-01 Forged
LU-30 Cold Work after LH-02 Spun
LU-31 Weldtng LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-32 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast NAl
LU-33 LH-05 Machined

LU-34 Be3 Deep Drawn--. LH-01 Forged NA2
LU-35 Cold Work after LH..02 Spun NA2
LU-36 Weldtng LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-37 LH-04 Centrifugally Cast NA'l,2 _
LU-38 LH-05 Machined NA2

LU-39 Be4 Centrifugally LH-01 Forged
LU-40 Cast--Cold LH-02 Spun
LU-41 Work after LH-03 Deep Drawn
LU-42 Welding. LH-04 Centrifugally Cast
LU-43 LH-05 Machined

NAl Centrifugally cast head not allowed with forged body,
NA2 Deep drawn body produces the heads as part of the procoss, Alternate head forming may be

used tf configuration of the head cannot be met by dec_p drawing,
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I"¢_rformancc .Grlt_rla

'I'he perforrnanco requirements are based prh.narlly on the expected eff_ets of w_lcls on possible
degradation modes given 1. the LLNL Metal Barrier Draft Plan (McCrlght, '1987), Expe.rlence has
shown that, tn cases of localized corrosion, wt:lds are more sttscepttble to fatlure than base metal
because of :the tnhomnogenelttos of thetr composition, microstructure, and stresses, Comparecl to the
welds, the base metal degradation modes are subst0ntlally reduced and of lesser Importance, For this
reason, the number of welds in the container t,_to be ltrnlted to a maxtmum of a plnth., attachment weld,
a longitudinal seam weld In the body, and a gtrth weld attachhag the bottom head to the body, Stnce
the base metal corrosion resistance is expected to be so much better than that of the weld metal, a
seamless construction is preferred, However, tt ts not known tf a nonwelded fabrication and q'_e
concomitant higher costs are necessary,

' 'I'he performance product criteria values are identical to those developed in the Closure Project, The
tables and a brtef explanation of the rnetl'_odology are glvt_n, The process ts fully described in the
Closure Developrnent Report,

The prochtct ct'lterta are the "Sun'u'natlon of the Weighted Matertal and Process Constderath_n l,'actors"
'for' the Closure Development Report, They are dev el(_ped from the possible degradation or failure
modes gtven in the LLNL Metal Barrier Drttfl Plan (McCrtght, 1987),

Fourteen potential fatltlre mechanist.ns are llstt_d tn Table ¢1..'13,l"or each alloy tnaterlal, the 14 fatlul'e
mechantsnas are asstgned r_ttrnerlcal wdttes for likelihood of occurrence (I., = 0-10) and for severtty of
occurrence (S = 0-3), For exarnple, the transgranular SCC failure mechantsrn of the AISI 304L and CE3
alloys is assigned a 5 for likelihood of occurrence and a 3 for severity of occurrence, The cracktng Is
considered to be severe because it Is a localized attack and ts cltfftcult to allow for tn the container

cleslgn, As __n(_therexample, the oxidation fatlure rnechanlsrn ts likely to occur (I_,= 10), but the
severity ts low (S = 0,5) because lt ts easily allowecl for in the container design, Multiplying the
likelihood factor (l.J by the severity factor (S) gtves us the weighting factor (W) fnr each faihtre
mechantsna, The wetglattng factor Indicates the mechanism's relative trnportance---the higher the
nttrnber the greater the concern with the fallul'e rnecl'mntsna, For the AISI 304L and CF3 alloys, 'the
transgranular SCC and oxidation weighting factors arc, 15 and 5, respectively, The table shows that
the wetghthag factors for those particular alloys fall between the extreme value of "18for Intergranular
SCC and 0,9 for galvanh: corrosion,

A material index may be calculated as the sum of the weighting factors, A hlglaer numerical value
Implies a greater c¢_ncern for failure of a particular material, lt was not the Intent of the current projects
(Fabrication and C'losure) to compare materials, The numbers were assigned Independently for each
material and were not specifically evalualed relative to the other materials, Any subsequent
differences in performance ratings among material grades are based mtathe values in 'l'able 4-13,
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12m. r,G  ia

Th_ ncl×t _tep t_ to M_.mtifyproduct c,riteri_ or fo_tu,'e_ tl'mt,relat_ to th_ failure m_ehard,am_, 'Phu
failure mechanl,_ms and pt'odtiet eriterht are listed below,

Trnrmgranuhu' SCC Variable Mtcroeonstlttlents
h'ltergv'armlar SCC Variable Grain Size
Crevice Corrotdon Nonequilibrium Mkwocorlstltuerlts

* G_lvanlc Corrc_uton Mtcmcl'_emlcal lnhorrlogerlelty
1ntergranuhlr Corrosion Preferred Gt'all_ Orientation
HAC HAZ PreclpLtntlon

, l'ltttng Cclrrc_slcm Macrochemlc_l lnhcm_ogenetty
l.lydrc_g_n lhnbrlttk:mer_t Residual Stress
Oxtelali on l'o roslty
C',e1_eralAqueous Corroslcm Lackof l:uston
Mlcmblc_loglcal C'¢.'mslon HAZ Mlcrcw,racks
Dea lioy lng l,'ustcn'_Zone Mtcrocrack9
Mecha nleal Overload lnclustcn_s

Mechanlclal Impact Surface Condition
Weld Profile

As noted previously, the me,thodolgy developed tn the Closure Development Report ts being used. The
I'alltlre n_echar_lsms arc, negative In context as hre the procluct crltertn, The product criteria are oriented
to a welded mlc.rc_._tructlire,

i:(_reach failure mechanism, numerical values or welghttngs are assigned toeach prc_duct criterion,
'l'he.st_welghtln/4_ are ncu'mallzed to 1C)tn the CIc_sure Develot._ment Report, The normalized vnlue_Jfor
AISI 3041.,/CI,3 ft.' transgranular and Intergranular SCC are, llstecl below,

  't .W:anul r 8££
Normalized Weighting Normalized Weighting

Variable M icrc_c!c_n,atltt_ents '1,47 22,05 "1,36 24,48
Variable Grain Size 0/18 2,70 0,3,1 6,12

Nonc:qutllbrl_lvnMlcrcw.onstltuents 0,74 'l'l,'10 0,68 '12,24
Mh::rot:ht:mtcal Inhomc_genc:lty 1,65 24,75 1,53 27,5,1
I're ferred Grain ()r lt!nta tie n 0,07 1,05 0,68 12,24

ItAZ Prec:lpltatl('m 1,47 22,05 1,36 24,48
" Macmcl'_ernlca l In hcnnogunetty 0,74 11,10 0,68 12,24

Restdual Stress 1,8,1 27,60 1,69 30,42

Pc_v'c_slty 0,1_ 2,70 0,'l7 3,06
• l.,ackof i;IL,-dcm 0,37 5,55 0,34 6,12

IIAZ Mh:rcx!e'ack,_ 0,37 5,55 0,34 6,12
l:usion Z¢me Mlc'rc_cx'acks 0,37 5,55 0,34 6,12
lnclt1.,flons 0,'I8 2,70 C),l7 3,06
SurfaceCondtt Ion 0,'18 2,70 0,'17 3,06
Weld I'rc_ftle ..&:lE __2._ZO 0,_

1C),OC) 150,00 10,C)() 180,00
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The normalizedvaltmt_may b¢_thottghtofas a partitionfunctiondistributingsusceptibilitytothe
failuren'mcharllsmamong rhoproductcriteria,'Nuls, ausceptlbilltytotransgranularSCC isassoclat¢:d
primarilywith:

N_rma!i_cl /D..ll2_rcentagca

VariableMicroconstituents 1,47 14,7
Mlcrochomicallnhomogermlty '1,65 16,5
HAZ Precipitation [,47 14,7
Residual Stress 1,84 _ •

64,3

These four product criteria account for more than half the susceptibility of the material to
transgranularoCC,

Also shown are tlm values for intergranular SCC, '['he same four product criteria are again most
important, Multiply the normalizocl procluct criteria by the weightir_g factor for the failure
mechanism to obtain a value for each cornbir_atton of product criterion and failure mechanism, Pmcluct
crite.ria values are summed for all failure mechanisms to obtain the prociuct criteria, The product
criterion faihlre mechanism array for AISI 304L/CF3 is givcm in Table 4..14, (Notel Figures 5..1 through
5-6 in Section 5 contain summary tables for ali materials, and detailed tables for AISI 304L/CF3.)

F:oreach failure mechanism, the first row gives the normalized value for each product criterion, which
summed acroas the p,ge has a value of 10. The second row gives the product of the weighting factc)r
from Table 4-13 anci the normalized criterion value, By sununlng vertically, we obtain the tmwetghteci
summation and the product criterion values (weighted summation). This establishes the relative
importance of each product criterion relative to ali failure mc,cl'_anismc._for eacl_ material, l,'or
AISI 3C)4L/CF:3tl_e prc_cluctcriteria wdues greater than 100 are:

l._r._.d!.tct.._:tlerion___.___ _.ttl.kt._

Variable Microconstituents 122,70
Nonequlltbrhm_ Microconstltuents 100,83
Macrochemtcal lnhomogenelty 158,06
HAZ Precipitation "3.1_33.

51'1,82

These four product criteria account for nearly half the susceptibility to failure by the mechanisms
listed and would, therefore, be of primary concern in considering how the fabrication process affects
them,

The performance product criterion values for ali container materials are shown in Table 4-15,
Differences in the respective procluct crlterta sums are due solely to differences in the weighting factors
given in la! le 4,,13, The. sum of the product criteria is 10 times the material index from Table 4-13,

Q,

!__Crl.tcrta

The process criterion values represent the ability of the processing to affect the product criteria, As the
product criteria are cast in a negative context, the process c.rlterta are assigned values from 0 to 5, with 0
being the best, A "0" indicates that the process e.ltrnir_atesany deleterious effects as_octated with the
product criterion,
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For each container material, four process conditions are evaluated. These pro_;;_ conditions are later
related to fabrication Sequences. The four process conditions are'. .

,,

1. As-welded (cold wire---gas tungsten arc weld).
2. Welded and annealed.

3. Weld, cold worked (including the weld), and annealed.
4. Base metal annealed,

The as-welded process criteria are from the Closure Project for cold wire gas tungsten arc welding. (The
criteria are reversed from the Closure Project where 5 was best and 0 was worst.)

For the other processing conditions, muitiplicative reduction factors were selected by one of the authors
(H. A. Domtan) based on his physical metallurgy expertise. The reduction factor may be applied to the

" as-welded process value and/or to the as-welded performance index for each product criterion. The
same reduction factors are used for all the container alloys and are listed below.

Welded
Welded Cold Worked Base Metal

Annealed, Annealed Annealed

Variable Microconstituents 0.50 0.25 0,125
Variable Grain Size 1.00 0.50 0.25

Nonequilibrium Microconstituents 0.00 0.00 0,00
Microchemical Inhomogeneity 0,50 0.25 0.125
Preferred Grain Orientation 1.00 0.00 1,00
HAZ Precipitation 0.00 0.00 0,00
Macrochemical Inhomogeneity 1.00 1.00 0,125
Residual Stress 0.00 0.00 0.00
Porosity 1.00 0.50 0.00
Lack of Fusion 1.00 0.50 0.00
HAZ Microcracks 1.00 1.00 0,00
Fusion Zone Microcracks 1,00 1.00 1,00
Inclusions 1.00 1.00 1.00
Surface Condition 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weld Profile 0.00 0.00 0.00

A reduction factor of 1.00 indicates no effect on the process criterion, while a reduction factor of 0
indicates that deleterious effects of the product criterion are eliminated.

Performance Index and Normalized Rating

The product criteria and calculation of the performance index for AISI 304L are shown in Table 4-16.
" The product criteria are listed ai tile left and values are given in the first column. The sum of the

product criteria is used later for normalizing the index values. The second column of numbers gives the
process criteria for cold wire gas tungsten arc welding. The third column, "index value," is the product

- of the product criterion and process criterion. The sum of the products is the performance index for the
as-welded process. The following three columns are given for each of the other three processes:

• Reduction factor given previously.
• Process criterion_reduction factor times the as-welded process criterion.

welded index value).
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The performance index and normalized ratings for the four process conditions and various container
alloys are given in Table 4-17, The index values are normalized relative to 5 t'mes the maximum sum of
product criteria, where 5 denotes the worst possible process, The maximum sum of product criteria is
1129,2 for AISI 304L and CF3, The normalized ratings are then:

Normalized Rating= [1'0-/Index,5 x "1129,2V_lue/x/10o]

Thus, the perfect process has an index value of 0 and normalized rating of 100, The worst possible
.. process is a normalized rating of 0. The next step is relating thenormalized process rating to tile

various fabrication methods listed previously.

Performance Fabrication Process Ratinglt

For the processes listed previously, the container consists of base metal and various amounts of weld
metal. For all processes, it is assumed that the components are annealed after welding or forming,
Thus, tile worst condition is welded and annealed.

Various methods were considered to allow for the effects of base metal and weld metal in the container.
These included:

• Using the lowest normalized rating. This method did not discriminate between a container

with a longitudinal seam and girth weld (262 in. of weld) relative to a container with only
a girth weld (82 in. of weld). The roll-and-weld construction would seem equivalent to a
container with three girth welds, which is less reliable.

• From the nel'realized rating for the base metal (NRBM), subtracting the product of a
normalized weld length "b" and 100 minus the normalized rating of the weld metal
(NRWM):

NRBM - b (100 - NRWM)

This makes the final rating depend on the weld length. Depending on the dimensionless
weld length "b," the resultant rating could be negative.

The method chosen is based oil reliability concepts. If two items must both function for a system to work,
and one is 90% reliable, while the other is 70% reliable, the system reliability is the product of the
component reliabilities or 63%. J

The mc!thod selected is as follows:

• Use the normalized ratings as measures of reliabilily,
.. • Consider tlle relative weld length as an exponent of the NRWM.

Thus, tile performance rating would be calculated as follows:

" . . I Weld l,e_gth I

[Normalized] /Norma lized'_l_0.4__' I
Performance=| Rating ix[ Rating JRating

\Base Metal/ \Weld Metal/

PR = NRBM x NRWM b
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For cases with zero weld length, the base metal rating is obtained. The exponent for the roU-and-.weld

plus girth-weld case is proportionally larger than the girth-weld case exponent. The girth-weld
length of 82 in. wa,,_,_!d_mtqdas the reference weld length, Thus,

PR=NRBMxI"_RWt_"'2""-'"-----,'l "3"_i_ ]

For each material and fabrication process, the appropriate values for NRBM and NRWM are read fi'om
Table 4-17,

" • Base metal annealed, and welded and annealed weld metal

Processes ' Welds Weld Len_:th (in,)

t, H01-05 Welded Pintle 38

LH06-08 Integral Pintle 0
LU01-03 Integral Lower Untt 0
LU04-08 Welded Head and Long Seam 262
LU09-23 Welded Head 82

• Base metal annealed, and welded, cold worked, annealed weld metal

Processes Welds Weld Length (in.).

LU24-28 Welded Head and Long Seam 62
LU29-43 Welded Head 82

The calculated performance ratings are shown in Table 4-18 (upper unit) and Table 4-.19 (lower unit).

Tile nonwelded fabrications UH06-08 and LU01-03 are ranked highest for performance, followed by
cases involving welding a head to a seamless body. The welded body cases were ranked lowest. Cold
working the lower unit (body and gtrth weld) raised the performance ratings. If the weld length was
normalized at 262 in. (Exponent = Weld Length/262 in.), the range of performance ratings would be
narrowed.

FabricabiliW Criteria

Since the candidate alloys are all fabricable with routine commercial processes, there are only some

relatively subtle differences depending on the alloy and process being considered. The ratings
determined by the fabrication project team (H. A. Domian, l_. Martin, R. t,. Holbrook, and D. F.
l_aCount) were ba,_d on negative effects of a particular alloy/proCess comtfination.

° Fabrication product requirements include material property requirements for forming and welding,
dimensional and tolerance requirements, inspectabtlity, and commercial considerations. These
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fabrication product criteria are the product attributes with respect to fabrication, The thirteen
criteria and weighting factors are listed below,

Fabr[cabtl tly--Pro_,tt)c_ CfltertrL

product C_terton. We!ght!ng

1, Material Quality 4 Is commc 'ctal-qualtty starttag material
adequate, or ts spectal qualit _qutred?

2, Formabtltty 4 Is normal ductility adequ,,_e¢ "

3, Weldability 4 When weldtng ts required, how difficult is
the material to weld?

4, Tolerance CD 1 Primary concern is fit-up for
5, Tolerance Wall 1 closure welding, Better than
6. Tolerance lD 1 normal tolerances may be
7. Tolerance Ovaltty 4 required for ovaltty.

8, Surface Finish lD 1 The OD surface finish is

9. Surface Finish OD 2 Important for corrosion.

10, Process Control 4 Will a high level of process
control be required?

11. Inspectabtlity 4 Can the component be inspected
by UT, x-ray, aad dye penetrant'/'
Will tt permit closure weld UT?

12. Vendor Sources 2 Is the material and process
available from several sources,

or is there only one vendor?

13. Commercial Use 4 Is the process tn use
for the desired materials
and sizes, or is further

development required ?

TOTAL 36

ca

The _me criteria and values are used for all materials. The weighting was determined by a consensus
of the forming project team. The highest weighting, 4, was assigned to required factors:

1. Material Quality_requtred for QA. "
2, Formabiltty_required for manufacture.
3. Weldabtlity_requtred for manufacture.
7, Ovality Tolerance_requtred for closure weld fit-up.

10. Process Control_required for QA.
1I. Inspectabiltty_requtred for closure weld NDE.
13. Commercial Use--project requirement to use established commercial processes.
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Factors 2, 3, 11, and 13 are material and process dependent, The remaining factors are only process
dependent, Welding CDA 122 is considered to be difficult, Centrifugally cast heads have a aingle
source and are not now in commercial use, CDA 122 and Alloy 825 are not available commercAally as
centri fugal castings,

An Index value is calculated for eacla fabr{catt_dcomponent as the sum of the products of the product and
process crtterta values, Fabrlcabiltty of the processes and materials is normalized to the "worst case"
(e,g,, ali process crlterta equal to 10), The maximum fabricabtltty index is 10 times the stim of the
product crlterta (36), or 360, Ali processes are normalized for fabrlcabtllty as:

360
If,

For the upper head and handling ptntle, and integral lower unit fabrication processes, the normalized
fabrtcabiltty rating ts used, For lower units with the head welded to the body, the normalized
,fabrtcabiltty rating is the product of the component rattng_:

N ormalt zed Normal tzed Norm altzed

Rating Welded = Rating x Rating
Lower Unit Body Head

For the cold worked welded lower unit processes, the normalized rating Is the product of three process
ratings:

Normalized Rating Normalized Normalized Normalized
Cold Worked Welded = Rating x Rating x Rating for

Lower Unit Head Body Cold Work

The normalized fabrication ratings for the upper head and handling ptntle are given in Table 4-20 and
for the lower unit in 'Fable 4-21, For the upper unit, the forged or machined head and Integral ptntle are
rankect highest (no pintle weld). For the welded pintle, forged, spun, or machined heads are ranked
equal to one another, qhe deep-drawn head is ranked lower because of higher formabtltty and process
control requirements. Centrifugally cast heads are ranked low because of poorer inspectabtltty, lirntted
vendor sources, and lack of commercial usage.

For the Integral lower unit, the extruded and cold-worked process (LU-02) ts ranked htghest. The
extruded closed-end process (LU-01) Is rated lower for tolerances and surface finish. The deep-drawn
process is rated lower for high material property requirements imd tolerances.

For the welded lower unit (cold worked or not), three body processes rank nearly equal: centrifugally
cast (rated good for ovality with concern for inspectability), roll and weld (rated lower for ovality),

• and extr_lston (concerns over surface finish and limited vendor sources). Deep drawn ranks slightly
lower (requires higher level of formabtlity and ltmited vendor sources). The lower head processes
ranked as follows:, machined head ranks highest (no formabtltty requirement), followed by forged or

. spun heads, and deep drawn heads (formability and material quality requirements). Tl_e centrifugally
cast head is considered only with a centrifugally cast body. It is rated lower because of more difficult
tnspectability, limited vendor sources, and not betng in commercial use.

The cold worked proces_s are ranked lower because of the extra processing required,

For processes involving welding, CDA 122 is ranked lowest. CDA 613 is also ranked lower for
weld_bility than the other alloys. In general, this alloy is readily welded by solid-state processes
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(o,g,, friction welding), Alloy 825 and CDA 122 aru not available as ccmtrihlgal castings, (An alloy
similar ta Allay 82_, with niobium substituted far titanium, ha_ beet_ cc:ntr!h_gally cast,)

.C._Critcria

The castratingisderiwd from therelatiwcost_proBontodinSection4,3,7and isshawn l'l_r¢_in
Tables4-22and 4-23,The rderenceunit(relativecost_qualtoI)i_a rolland woldbody w_Idodtoa
forgedheadinAISI304L,The relativecoatsareinmultiplc:softhereferenceunit,

Ta obtain a "cost rating," a scal_ having a range from 0 ta 100 is desired, with the higher rating
denoting lower cost, The cost ratings arc calculated as follawsl

Upper Head and Handling Plntle:
Cost Rating = (1 - Relative Cost/2) x '100
(An upper unit with relattve cost of 2 would receive a zero rating,)

Lower Unit:

Cost Rating = (1 - Relative Cast/8) x 100
(A lower unit with a relative cost of 8 would receive a zero rating,)

A cost rating of 100 requires zero cost, The rolattve costs for a zero cost rating (2 for the upper unit and 8
for the lower unit) are chosen based on the relattve cost range to give a wide range to the,cost ratings,

The cost rating is used in the vector sum process comparisons for performance, fabrlcability, and cost,
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5. Summary of Results and Recommendations

An evaluation methodology was used to rank the candidate processes for fobricaiing a container in
which to store high-level nuclear waste. Section 4.6.2 provides an overview of the evaluation
methodology used to rank the processes. The fabrication processes were judged on performance,
fabricability, and cost and were rated from 0 to 100 based on these three criteria. Figures 5-1 through
5-6 provide an overall summary of the results for each material by showing the performance and
fabricability ratings, and the cost relative to rolled and welded AISI 304. In Table 5-1, the three
criteria are combined via a vectOr surn, so that one final value is given for each material and process.

d

5.1. Selection of Viable Proc_._

T,:ole 5-_2 summarizes the results of applying the fabricationl selection criteria to the Candidate

processes. Not all of the possible combinations of the lower units of the four body and five lower head
manufacturing processes are evaluated, for the following reasons:

• There are no substantial differences between forged, spun, and deep-drawn heads, so they

are lumped into the category of '!forged lower heads."
• All combinations involving a centrifugally cast head with a wrougl)t body were dropped

from further consideration because of the poor rating of these heads in comparison to the

wrought heads.
• The deep drawing process produces a head, so there is no need to consider any other kind of

head when a deep drawn body is available.

Upper Heads

Except for cost, changing alloys has only a small effect on processing the upper heads The ratings for
performance and fabrication of the different wrought alloys vary by smaller amounts than do the
ratings for a single alloy when different processes are betng compared. Eliminating the weld by using
an integral process increases both performance and fabrication ratings as illustrated in 'Fable 5-2. The
performance and fabrication ratings for forged, spun, and machined heads are essentially equal. The
ratings for the heads indicate the following order of preference, high to low, for performance and
fabrication:

• Forged, spun, and machinedl
• Deep drawn.
• Centrifugally cast.

The lack of cost data in some cases makes it difficult to complete the overall ratings. The available

results of Table 5-2 indicate that the relatively poor performance and fabrication of centrifugal

castings are offset somewhat by their lower costs. However, the experience in making centrifugal
,, heads was found to be limited to a single vendor, indicating that there may be insufficient experience

with this component/process combination.

Lower Units

The performance ratings of integral lower units are viewed as superior to those of the welded lower
units. Cold working and anne,,ling welded units Improves their performance but decreases their
fabrication ratings so that there is little difference in the combined performance and fabrication

ratings. When costs are inch_ded in these ratings, the spread becomes even srnaller, in general, as
performance and fabrication ratings increase, the costs also increase, so that the overall rating of the
three primary criteria comes closer together. For instance, the values in Table 5-3 are obtained:



Figure 5.1. Lower unit performance and fabricability ratings and relative costs for A/SI 304L/CF3
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Figure 5-2. Lower unit performance and fabricability ratings and relative costs for AISI 316L/CF3M
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Figure 5-3. Lower un'it performance and fabricability ratings and relative costs for Alloy 825
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Figure 5-4. Lower unit performance and fabricability ratings and relative costs for CDA 122

ALLOY: CDA 122
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Figure 5-5. Lower unit performance and fabricability ratings and relative costs for CDA 613/952

ALLOY: CDA 61 3/952 (ALUMINUM BRONZE)
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Figure 5-6. Lower unit performance and fabrtcabtitty ratings and relative costs for CDA 715/964

ALLOY: CDA 715/964 (70Cu-3ONi)
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Table 5-1; Combined rating--performance, fabricability, and cost

Materials
AISI AISI CDA CDA

304L 316L Alloy CDA 613/ 715/
• Fabrication Processes .... CF3 CF3M .8..25 !22 952 964 .

Ptntle and Upper Head
J_tnt]e Welded to Head
Forgedi

Spun .,
Deep drawn
Centrifugally cast 79 79 85 81
Machined 80 80 80 91

Integral Pintle and Head
Forged 93 92 90 89
Centrifugally cast
Machtned

Body and Lower Head
Integro! ,
Extruded closed-end 79 79 74 74
Extruded closed-end cold worked 82 82 77 80

Deep,drawn closed-end 77 76 77 75 75 78

Body Welded to Head
B_ Lower Head

Roll and weld Forged' 72 71 73 74
Machined 72 72 73 66

Extruded Forged 70 70 68 70
Machined 70 70 69

Deep drawn Deep drawn 67 66 71 67 68 72
Cent, cast ForgcKt 77 77 79

Centrifugally cast 72 72 79 75
Machined 77 77

Welded Cold Worked

Lower Head
Roll and weld Forged 61 61 64 66

Machined 61 61 63

Extruded Forged
Machined

Deep drawn Deep drawn
Cent, cast Forged 68 68 72

Centrifugally cast 65 65 72 70 "
Machined 68 68
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Table 5-3. Range of rating values foc AT_,-_---__,o_304L lower units

' Rating Criteria High LOW Difference.
Performance .94 38 56

. Fabricability 88 60 28
Performance, Fabricability,

and Costs 80 64 16
,

Results in Table 5-3 indicate the following ranking of process differences, high to low, for the AISI 304L
_, lower units and, in general, are reflected by.the, ratings for the other alloys as weil. DifferenCes of one

oi"two rating points are considered to be insignificant.

,,,. ,_. Performance a.nd F0bricabilit'_ Performan.ce, Fabric0bility, and Cost_.
Integral Units Integral Units

Extruded closed-end and cold worked Extruded closed-end and cold worked

Extruded closed-endor deep drawn Extruded closed-end
Welded Units Deep drawn

Extruded body Welded Units
•Forged or machined head Centrifugally cast body

Centrifugally cast body Forged or machined head
Forged or machined !lead Rolled and welded body

Deep-drawn body and head Forged or machined head
Rolled and welded body Extruded body

Forged or machined head Forged or machined head
Ceotrifugally cast body Deep-drawn body and head

Centrifugally cast head

5,2, Issues to be Resolved

The issues discussed below need further clarification to make the fabrication selection criteria more
accurate. These issues have resulted from discussions with potential vendors, preparation of the
fabrication selection criteria, and consideration of methods to reduce container fabrication costs.

5.2.1. Centrifugal Casting

Centrifugal casting for making large diameter seamless pipe is a less expensive method than extrusion
or deep drawing. A possible approach is to use centrifugally cast preforms for roll extrusion or deep
drawing to reduce costs and produce a wrought product. For some alloys, Kaiser Rollmet has produced
seamless pipe by roll extrusion of centrifugal castings. This method should also eliminate the concerns
that exist for ultrasonic testing and possible porosity of castings.

at

Centrifugal casting may not be used for all of the candidate alloys, because there is no casting grade
equivalent to Alloy 825 and the centrifugal casting of CDA 122 is not technically feasible.

" 5.2.2. Uniformi .ty of Closed-End Cylinder Extrusions

The amount of hot work in the closed-end portion of the extrusion will be less than in the wall of the
container. If roll extrusion is used, the differential will be exaggerated further because the closed end

will not be worked during the thinning of.the wall. The property and microstructural differences
between the closed end and the wall need to be investigated.
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5.2.3. Uniformity of Closed-End Deep Drawn Components

The issue here is similar to that of closed-end cylinder extrustons. The amount of deformation of the
closed end is nii compared to the wall, and the same types of evaluations must be performedl

5.2.4. Cold Work and Annealing of Welded Lower Units

Cold working and annealing the longitudinal and girth seam welds, in order to recrystallize them,
produces a more uniform microstructure, welded units. This method offers a means to increase
performance at acceptable costs. The existence of only limited experience with roll extrusion and deep ,_
drawing of Welded containers, such as the lower units, requires that the adequacy of this approach be
evaluated further with trials.

5.2.5. Annealing of Lower Units "

Annealing of the lower units could produce unacceptable distortion, residual stresses, and variations in
properties. To avoid descaling after annealing, either a protective atmosphere or a vacuum would
have to be employed. For the austenitic stainless steels, a fast cooling rate to avoid sensitization
should be employed. The evaluation of the annealing practice with regard to these concerns should be
demonstrated with near prototypical containers.

5.2.6. Availability of Starting Materials

The Cameron Forge Company was not able to find a source of supply for CDA 102 or CDA 613. A supplier
would have to be found if the back extrusion process and these alloys were selected for the container
lower units.

5.2.7. ProducibiUty of Materials

To allow a general comparison of the candidate materials regarding producibility by various processes,
Table _;-4was prepared. This may be of interest to the MT&C technical area. For example, if CDA 122
is chosen, there may be difficulties in obtaining ingots of sufficient size, and in using centrifugal casting.

5.2.8. Advantages and Disadvantages of Candidate Processes

These are summarized in simple terms in Table 5-5,

5.3. Recommendations

B&W recommends that Phase 2 be conducted similar to the original plan discussed in Section 3.
However, B&W recognizes the preliminary nature of the total waste-package program and, therefore,
believes that more processing options should be kept open until the container design and material
selection are better defined. Because of the large potential matrix of processes and materials and
limited funding available, B&W is recommending that the Phase 2 mock,-up trials be conducted only for
selected materials to address key issues for specific processes. Table 5-6 contains specific
recommendations for processes, sizes, and materials to be evaluated for the lower unit in Phase 2. Mock-
up fabrication will be limited to confirming process feasibility and assessing the more challenging
aspects of each process for specific alloys. B&W recommends that mock-up trials for the upper head
not be included in Phase 2 since its fabrication can be more routine, and its detailed design configuration
has not been established.

The recommendations in Table 5-6 are an attempt to reduce the work scope to fit an anticipated budget.
Therefore, not ali bases are covered for each process, which could lead _o generating insufficient
information, depending on which material is finally chosen by the MT&C technical area. For example,
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the plan calls for only one process to produce mock-ups from AISI 304L or AISI 316L. Although
information generated for Alloy 825 should apply, Alloy 825 is somewhat more difficult to work with
than the stainless steel, and problems found with Alloy 825 may not be encountered with the stainless
steels.
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Table 5-4. Producibility of candidate a]loys

Matecials
]04L 316L IN ¢DA102 CDA613 CDA715

PROCESS CF-3 CF-3M 825 CDA122 CDA952 CDA954

LU01-EXTRUDED CLOSED-END 1 1 1 5 5 1

LU02-EXTRUDED CLOSED END + COLDWORK I.I 1+I 1+1 5+I 5+1 1+I

LU03-DEEP DRAWN CLOSED-END I 2 1 l 2 1

LU04-ROLL & WELD BODY W/FORGED HEAD 1 I 1 I 4 1

,r

LU09-EXTRUDED BODY W/FORGED HEAD 1 1 1 5 5 I

LUI4-.DEEP DRAWN BODY W/DEEP DRAWN HEAD 1 1 1 i I l

LUI_-CENTR. CAST BODY W/FORGED HEAD l I 7 4 X 1

LU24-ROLL _ WELD BODY . COLDWORK I+3 I+3 1+3 1+3 4+3 I+3

Lur29-EXTRUDED BODY + COLD WORK _+3 1+3 i+3 5+3 5+3 I+3

LU34-DEEP DRAWNp WELDED + COLD WORK I+3 I+3 I+3 1+3 I+3 l+3

LU39-CENTR. CAST, WELDED . COLD WORK 1+3 1+3 ' 7+3 4+3 1+3 1+3

I - VENDOR(S) CAN READILY PRODUCE
2 - VENDOR(S) POSSIBLY CAN PRODUCE W/SO_E DIFFICULTY
3 - VENDOR HAS NOT DETERMINED FEASIBILITY OF COLDWORKING OF GIRTH WELDS

4 - VENDOR(S) CANNOT PRODUCE/OR DID NOT QUOTE
5 - VENDOR(S} COULD PRODUCE IF INGOT SIZE AVAILABLE
6 - VENDOR CAN PRODUCE WITH NEW EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

7 - VENDOR CAN PRODUCE BUT WITH ALTERNATE CAST COMPOSITION

Example of Code

When cold work is used after a primary process, such as cold working after extrusion of a closed-end container,
the first digit refers to the first process used and the second to the cold working process. For example, 5+1 for LU02
madewith CDA 102 or CDA 122 means that the extrusion vendor could produce it if the proper ingot were
available and the second process vendor can easily cold work it.
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6. Quality Assurance

B&W Research and D_.velopment Division's Ouality Assurance Plan

A copy of the B&W Research'and Development Division's QA Plan for Phase 1 (RDD QA Plan No.
87008) is attached, This plan is made in accordance with B&W Nuclear Power Division(NPD)
specification 09-1427, dated 10/27/7,5 and PA 83-776195-00, datQd 6/12/87, The NPD QA program is in
full compliance with the requirements of the Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and
Fuel Reprocessing Plants (10 CFR 50, Appendix B), the Quality Assurance Program Requirements for
Nuclear Power Plants (ANSI/ASME Standard NQA-1), and the NRC-accepted NPD QA Topical#

Report (B&W Internal Report BAW-10096A, Lynchberg, VA),

QA Approval
qr

To the best of my knowledge andbelief, the work described in this report was completed in accordance
with RDD QA Plan No, 87008, Revision 0, dated June 29, 1987,

G. W, Roberts Date

QA Manager
Alltance Research Center
Babcock & Wilcox
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Quality Assurance Ph_ Page 1 of 3

mc37e_,t QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
REv.2 2/e7 PAGE 1 OF 3

CUSTOMER Nuclear Products Division oA PROJECTNO, 87008 i

CUSTOMERCONTRACTNO....Q_lT_lA5 REVISION 0 DATE 6/29/B] ,_
,,

R&DD PROJECTNO, 4380' ..... ,

Nuclear Waste Disposal Container Fabrication
PROJEC1 Development - Phase ] DATE' 3/25/87

IN ACCORDANCE wITH CLJS.TOMERSPECIFICATION- 09-1t_27, ' DATED.]O/27/75 .--.
.)7 /1 PAB3-776195-O0 6/12/87 ^ ' ' '

PREPARED BY'. /._//_J. _ ',4// , APPROVED BY:

APPROVED BY: //R/'"l_';_'_11 APPROVED BY, F, LaC. ,ni

OA _ANA(]EB"___ auPEnVlsoa_ C, M. Weber
THE SECTIONS OF THE R&D QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL DESIGNATF,DBELOW _ (AND IMPLEMENTING
PROCEDURES REFERENCED IN THE MANUAL) ARE APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT,

SECTION REMARKS

1,0 INTRODUCTION I_]

2,O QA PROGRAM [] MANUAL REVISION 1/10/85
,,, i ....

, 3,0 DESIGN CONTROL

DESIGN REVIEW [_

INDEPENDENT TECHNICAL REVIEW [_ 1704-03 Dated 2/22/85

CALCULATIONS r-1

COMP, PROGRAMS [_

4,0 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT

' CONTROL (OA REVIEW) [] Not Applicable

5,0 INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES
& DRAWINGS

DRAWINGS []

ROUTE SHEETS []

INSPECTION CHECKLISTS []

ADMIN, PROCEDURES []

TECHNICAL PROCEDURES r'l

6,o DOCUMENT CONTROl.

ADMIN, PROCEDURES []

DRAWINGS []

INSPECTION CHECKLISTS []

PROPOSAL
,=

PROJECT 'TECHNICAL PLAN []

QA MANUAL [] 1702-02 Dated 12/3/86

QA PLANS r_ 1702-03 Dated 2/12/87

ROUTE SHEETS _]

FINAL REPORT

TECHNICAL PROCEDURES r'l

RELEASE OF DATA []
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Quality Assurance Plan Page 2 of 3

_C371_.2 QA Project No. 87008 gev, 0 Date 6/29/87

REV,_1 2/B7 Nu(_, Waete Pt_po_ Container

OA PLAN - PAGE 2 OF 3 PROJECT__Fabrtca,t_gn _t:V. -_ Ph ajL_L.,].DATE_ 3/25/87 '

SECTION REMARKS

7,0 CONTROL OF PURCHASED MATE-

RIAL, EQUIPMENT &,SERVICE Not AppltaabZe
, SOURCE EVALUATION []

APPROVED SUPPLIERS LIST []

_ SUPPLIER QUALITY HISTORY [_

SUPPLIER AUDITS

SOURCE INSPECTION r'_

RECEIVING INSPECTION E]

8,0 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL
OF MATERIALS, PARTS & Not Applieable
COMPONENTS

I, D, TAGS [3

ROUTE SHEr,TS E]

9,0 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES _ Not ApplieabJe

10,0 INSPECTION
Not App1 tcab,le

INSPECTION CHECKLIST [.3

11,0 TEST CONTROL

TEST PROCEDURE [_ Not Applicable

LOGBOOK/LABORATOI_Y NOTEBOOK [_

DATA SHEETS []
CALCULATION E}

COMPUTER PROGRAMS [_

INDEPENDE_JT TECHNICAL [_
REVIEW

12,0 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND
Not ApplicableTEST EQUIPMENT

MEAS, EQUIP, CONTROL
& CALLS, SYSTEM [_

OUT OF CALLS, REPORT _]

13,0 HANDLING, STORAGE Not Applicable
AND SHIPPING E]

14,0 INSPECTION, TEST AND
OPERATING STATUS Not Applicable

" ROUTE SHEETS E]

LOGBOOK/L_BORATORY NOTEBOOK [_

INSPECTION CHECKLISTS [_

. DO NOT OPERATE TAG_ [_

EQUIP, OPER, NOTICE [_

15,D NONCONFORMING MATERIALS,
PARTS OR COMPONENTS Not ApplicabJe

DISCREPANCY TAG _]

CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT _

16,0 CORRECTIVE ACTION SYSTEM
1717-01 Dated 12/3/86

CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT [_
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Quality Assurance Plum Page 3 of 3

QA Project No, 870OB Rev, 0 Date 6/29/8?
RC376.3
RI_V,2 2/e7 Nuc. Waste Disp( Container

OA PLAN - PAGE 3 OF 3 PROJECT- Fabrication Der, - Phase I DATE 3/25/87

SECTION REMARKS
,i [ _,

17,0 C_ARECORDS *
1718-03 Dated 11/27/85RC-lo4 IZl

GO 402B - 4029 r'l

IWO I_ 't
PROPOSAL

PROJECT TECHNICAL PLAN D

OA PLAN
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